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Safe System in the Planning Process

Summary
The Safe System is a targeted approach that aims to eliminate fatal and serious injury on the road,
with the guiding principle that everyone shares responsibility for creating a safe road system. It
recognises that road users make mistakes and some crashes are inevitable. The Safe System
approach aims to support development of a forgiving transport system that is better able to
accommodate human error and road user vulnerability. Both the Australian and New Zealand National
Road Safety Strategies are built on the Safe System approach. Although safety is recognised as a
desired outcome of land-use planning, Safe System principles are not widely employed by planners.
This report aims to promote the consideration of Safe System principles in planning decisions.
In dealing with the built form and transport, planners play a pivotal role in providing a safe
environment for all people, irrespective of their mode of travel and travel purpose. Good planning and
design sets the foundation for a safe road environment, which will protect people from death and
serious injury. Transport and land-use planning influences the design and location of roads, how the
road network is used, and what infrastructure safety investments are required.
Considering and implementing Safe System principles early in the planning process achieves the best
possible balance between the multiple objectives, resulting in the best possible outcome for the
community.
This report includes material that can be translated into a brochure or article to introduce planners to
the Safe System. It includes a checklist resource which may be adapted (as needed) and
incorporated into planning guidance in order to prompt planners to consider road safety issues
(including Safe System principles) during the planning process.
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

Transport and land-use planning requires consideration of a broad range of factors to deliver community
outcomes. Transport and land-use planning authorities influence the way the road transport system
functions and the level of safety enjoyed by road users. Funding constraints and a strong desire to produce
good results across outcome areas mean trade-offs are often required.
In some circumstances, planning proposals may not be assessed by road safety professionals due to their
small size and perceived lack of effect on the surrounding area. Road transport planners may not be
conscious of Safe System principles when developing road network plans because:

•

traffic impact assessments (TIAs) address flow impacts, parking and access issues

•

current road safety auditing techniques are not based on Safe System principles – existing design
standards and practices are not yet Safe System-ready.

Planning and design sets the foundation of the road network. Therefore, planners and designers have a
responsibility to consistently embed road safety best practice into land-use planning.
Addressing the challenge of reducing the trauma arising from road crashes requires a coordinated
multidisciplinary and cross-agency approach. Road agencies around the world are adopting a Safe System
approach to deliver road safety outcomes. Both the Australian (Australian Transport Council 2011) and
New Zealand (Ministry of Transport 2010) National Road Safety Strategies (NRSS) are built on a Safe
System approach.
The Safe System is a targeted approach that ultimately aims to eliminate fatal and serious injury on the
road. It recognises that road users inevitably make errors in judgment that may lead to a crash and that
there are limits to the force that the human body can withstand (without causing death or serious injury) in a
crash. These limitations are directly linked to the type of crash and the speed of the impact. The Safe
System approach aims to support a transport system that is better able to accommodate human error and
road user vulnerability. This can be achieved through better management of crash energy, so that
individual road users are not exposed to crash forces likely to result in death or serious injury.
The Safe System approach recognises planners, policy makers, engineers, educators,
enforcers and utility providers as ‘system designers’ of our spaces. We all share
responsibility for creating a more forgiving road system (NZ Transport Agency 2012b).

1.2

Project Aim

This project reviews and strengthens techniques for integrating Safe System principles at an early stage of
land-use planning by:

•

providing guidance to planning professionals on how to incorporate Safe System principles into their
planning processes to achieve a safer road environment for all road users

•

providing guidance to planning professionals who undertake planning proposal assessments, to
ensure proposals consider Safe System practices and that developments are designed with the safety
of all road users in mind

•

encouraging developers to use this process to improve road safety for all road users, including
pedestrians and cyclists, in the vicinity of their development sites.
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The project advisory group agreed that this project’s guidance material must be simple and able to be
integrated into existing planning processes and supporting documentation (for example, when such
documentation is next updated). Ultimately, guidance may need to be tailored for different types of
planners. However, there is an initial need to focus on a number of fundamental issues:

•

Define what a Safe System means to planners (Section 2)

•

Identify ways to raise the priority of safety (and planning for Safe System principles) for planners
(Section 3)

•

Identify gaps in current practices (Section 3)

•

Provide practical examples of how to implement Safe System principles (Section 4, Appendix A and
Appendix B).

Taking into account the above, the aim of this project was not to develop detailed and tested outputs that
could be simply adopted for immediate implementation. The research scope necessitated a high level
review and resulted in development of planning process-related outputs that could subsequently be tested
and further refined as ‘fit for purpose’.

1.3

Methodology

The project involved undertaking the following tasks:

•

Preparation of a background paper and stakeholder consultation to explore the relevance of a Safe
System to the planning process, identifying existing challenges with the planning process in Australia
and New Zealand, and identifying benefits of incorporating Safe System considerations early in the
planning process.

•

Consideration of land development planning practices, and in particular whether Safe System
principles are being applied in the development assessment process.

•

Exploration of the above issues in a project advisory group workshop, as well as identifying areas of
consensus, positives, challenges and knowledge gaps.

•

Consultation with a range of people who are planners or work with planners in state government and
academia and in urban/transport planning consulting. This advised the project team on the potential
benefits for planners of simple to understand ‘checklists’ to help incorporate the Safe System
considerations into their daily work.

•

Preparation of the report which includes proposed Safe System guidance for transport and land-use
planning that draws and builds on existing resources, and also provides illustrative examples.
Development of the key sections to promote consideration of Safe System principles during planning
phases (i.e., the Communication resource in Appendix A and Checklist resource in Appendix B)
involved seeking review and feedback from a range of planning practitioners in government agencies
and consulting practices to ensure the guidance is effective.

1.4

Report Structure

The report begins in Section 2 with an outline of the Safe System, and its relevance to planners. Section 3
describes the convergence of planning and the Safe System principles; how and why the Safe System
concept is important to transport and urban planning, as well as commentary on challenges and
opportunities to acceptance of Safe System principles into planning. Section 4, together with Appendix A
and Appendix B; provide the main output of the report delivering material guidance on how to incorporate
Safe System principles. Section 5 concludes the body of the report with recommendations and caveats.
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2.

The Safe System and Planning

2.1

The Safe System

The Safe System approach has been adopted by road agencies around the world. Both the Australian
(Australian Transport Council 2011) and New Zealand (Ministry of Transport 2010) National Road Safety
Strategies (NRSS) are built on the Safe System approach.
Austroads (2013) observed that ‘the challenge of reducing the trauma arising from road crashes is an area
where improved outcomes require a coordinated multidisciplinary and cross-agency approach’. Planners
play a role here, as planning influences the design and location of roads, public transport and active travel
modes, as well as land-use interactions with the road network.
The Safe System ultimately aims to eliminate fatal and serious road injuries. The approach is based on a
number of principles (Australian Transport Council 2011; NZ Transport Agency 2012a):
1. People make mistakes – Some crashes are unavoidable. The transport system must accommodate
these so that when they do occur, they do not result in death or serious injury.
2. Our bodies are vulnerable – There are limits to the amount of force our bodies can be subjected to
before we are injured. In a Safe System, crash forces are managed such that they do not lead to death
or serious injury.
3. All parts of the system work together to provide a ‘forgiving’ road transport system – Aiming to
ensure that the forces in collisions do not exceed the limits of human tolerance must be considered
when designing and maintaining roads and roadsides, vehicles, and speeds. Road users should be alert
and compliant when interacting on the road network.
4. Responsibility for road safety is shared by all – Those who design and manage the road, as well as
road users, share responsibility for road safety. ‘System designers’ or ‘system managers’ responsible
for a safe road operating environment include those who plan, design, build, maintain and regulate
roads and vehicles. Road users (drivers, passengers, motorcyclists, cyclists and pedestrians) are
responsible for complying with road rules and behaving safely on the road network. The broader
community also has a role – for example, parents through education and demonstrating appropriate
behaviour, or medical professionals.
Austroads (2013) states:
A move to the Safe System approach is accompanied by a fundamental shift in road safety
thinking where it can no longer be assumed that the burden of road safety responsibility
simply rests with the individual road user. Road agencies have a primary responsibility to
provide a safe operating environment for road users. This is because they have a
significant involvement in the management and subsequent performance of the road
transport system, and the way roads and roadsides are used and to ensure that the
system is forgiving when people make mistakes. Consequently, within the Safe System
agencies should strive to eliminate serious and fatal crash consequences from their road
networks. It is no longer acceptable to assume these crash types are beyond their control
or influence even when driver error may be a significant cause contributor.

A Safe System comprises four elements or cornerstones (Australian Transport Council 2011; Ministry of
Transport 2010), as listed below and illustrated in Figure 2.1:

•

Safe roads and roadsides that minimise the risk of crashes occurring, and, when crashes do occur,
ensure that death or serious injury are minimised. Roads should be predictable, self-explaining and
encourage safe travel speeds.
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•

Safe speeds that suit the function and environment of the road, so that crash impact forces are
managed within human tolerances. All road users should obey limits and drive to conditions.

•

Safe vehicles that incorporate design features and technology that minimise the likelihood of crashes
and protect road users (vehicle occupants and other road users, including pedestrians and cyclists)
when crashes do occur.

•

Safe road users should be alert, comply with road rules and engage in safe behaviour. They are
supported through education and information, enforcement of road rules and admittance to the system
(e.g. through licensing).

Figure 2.1: The Safe System

Source: Adapted from Ministry of Transport (2010), Australian Transport Council (2009), and Office of Road Safety
(2009).

Sweden’s ‘Vision Zero’ and the Dutch ‘Sustainable Safety’ concepts are the underlying basis for the Safe
System approach. ‘Vision Zero suggests that it is not acceptable for fatal or serious injuries to occur on the
road system, and that account must be taken of human tolerances when designing road infrastructure’
(Austroads 2013). ‘Sustainable Safety’ is underpinned by five principles, summarised in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1:

Sustainable Safety principles

Sustainable Safety principle

Description

Functionality of roads

Monofunctionality of roads as either through roads, distributor
roads, or access roads, in a hierarchically structured road network

Homogeneity of mass and/or speed and
direction

Equality in speed, direction and mass at medium and high speeds

Predictability of road course and road user
behaviour by a recognizable road design

Road environment and road user behaviour that support road user
expectations through consistency and continuity in road design

Forgivingness of the environment and of road
users

Injury limitation through a forgiving road environment and
anticipation of road user behaviour

State of awareness by the road user

Ability to assess one’s task capability to handle the driving task

Source: Wegman and Aarts (2006), Table 1.

In relation to the homogeneity principle (the second principle listed in Table 2.1), ‘where vehicles or road
users with great differences in mass have to use the same road space, speeds will have to be so low that,
should a crash occur, the most vulnerable road users involved should not sustain fatal injuries. In addition,
where traffic is moving at high speeds, road users should be separated physically’ (Wegman & Aarts 2006).
This is reflected in both Australia’s and New Zealand’s National Road Safety Strategies, which presents
survivable speeds for different crash scenarios (such as crashes involving vulnerable road users, collisions
involving fixed objects, vehicles from adjacent directions, and head-on collisions; see Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Survivable impact speeds for different crash scenarios

Note: The range of impact speeds shown for each crash type are considered to be survivable in most cases. It is
estimated that fatality risk at these speeds is approximately 10% (refer to Figure 4 of OECD & International Transport
Forum 2008).
Source: Australian Transport Council (2011).

Wegman and Aarts (2006) note the importance of infrastructure planning and design on the Sustainable
Safety concepts and recognise the potential benefits of the approach in urban planning and development.
However, they acknowledge that this approach ‘has not yet found a firm footing’ in the Netherlands.
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Austroads (2013) states:
Safe System is not about elevating road safety benefits over and at the expense of other
community benefits, but rather striving to achieve the maximum of all benefits in a
balanced manner within a system that means people should not have to die or be severely
injured because of a mistake. The challenge is in understanding how to define, apply and
realise Safe System outcomes in a way that appropriately balances their value with and
against other community requirements or benefits.

Like other elements of road planning, the Safe System approach ‘fits with the common need to prioritise
and optimise under budget constraint’ – in the Safe System context this means a need to consider harm
minimisation strategies that are ‘consistent with the objectives of a Safe System’, or strategies that will help
to ‘reduce deaths and serious injuries, but not necessarily to Safe System levels … In this context a
suitable optimisation objective would be to maximise the reduction in fatal and serious injuries within fiscal
constraints’ (Austroads 2013).

2.2

Integrated Transport and Land-use Planning

Transport and land-use planning requires consideration of a broad range of factors to deliver community
outcomes. Planning balances the needs of ‘the built and natural environment, community needs, cultural
significance, and economic sustainability’, and by doing so, design ‘the communities in which we live, work
and play’ (Planning Institute of Australia 2013).
Agencies in Australia and New Zealand advocate an integrated approach to transport and land-use
planning. The Planning Institute of Australia (2007), for example, acknowledges that:
transport and development are not two separate things but two facets of the same
challenge (i.e. transport is land use planning).

New Zealand’s Integrated Planning Strategy (NZ Transport Agency 2010) defines integrated planning as:
…[bringing] land-use planning, and transport planning and investment together, to deliver
an affordable transport system that supports a growing economy, safe and vibrant
communities and a healthy environment, now and in the future.

As part of an integrated transport and land-use planning approach, land transport planning must be
considered alongside land-use planning to help achieve integrated economic, social and environmental
outcomes. This is because the location of transport and land-use largely determines development patterns
(or spatial form) at all levels (national, state/regional and the local area). In turn, this has a major influence
on the type, quality and level of economic activity, social interaction and environmental quality. Road safety
is part of, and influences, economic and social outcomes.
The Transit NZ Planning Policy Manual outlines the relationship between land-use and transport planning
(Transit NZ 2007):
Transport and land-use are closely related. Land-use activities produce and attract trips
and the location and design of different land-use forms determines the distances people
travel and the viability of public transport, cycling and walking facilities. Patterns of
development that reduce journey distances tend to provide greater travel choice …
Equally, the availability of transport infrastructure and services can influence land-use. For
example, transport infrastructure such as a state highway intersection can stimulate the
demand for new development and create growth pressures in areas where urban
expansion is not planned for (p. 10).
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The Australian National Charter of Integrated Land Use and Transport Planning (DOTARS 2003), commits
‘to an agreed set of good planning practices and … to working together to achieve better outcomes’ in
Australia. It states that ‘planning can help facilitate an efficient transport and land-use system by’:

•

reducing the need to travel

•

reducing the length of journeys

•

making it safer and easier for people to access services

•

reducing the impact of transport on communities

•

improving freight access to key terminals and improved freight flows

•

providing for the efficient distribution of goods and services to business and community

•

providing a choice of travel modes, and

•

ensuring flexibility to meet the demands of a changing economy and market environments (DOTARS
2003).

As part of its integrated approach, the NZ Transport Agency (2011) considers a range of current and future
demand factors, including:

•

interaction of the transport network and land use

•

performance of the transport system

•

affordability

•

value for money

•

urban design

•

demand management

•

behavioural change

•

accessibility

•

safety

•

network management

•

balance of small-scale and large-scale improvements

•

different modes of transport, e.g. cars, trucks, buses, rail, walking, cycles

•

key stakeholders involved in planning, operating and using of transportation networks

•

sequencing of works.

The Guide to Road Transport Planning (Austroads 2009a) illustrates the planning spectrum from strategic
through to operational levels (Figure 2.3) and also outlines a series of best practice principles for road
transport planning based on a review of Australian, New Zealand and international literature (Figure 2.4). It
recognises that ‘transport planning approaches and processes for roads vary widely across jurisdictions
within countries as well as across countries and is probably more of an art than a science’.
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Figure 2.3: Planning spectrum

Strategic Planning

Economy and social planning

Context setting

Transport and land-use planning
Strategic transport planning
Strategic modal planning
(road network, rail network)
Corridor/sub area planning
Solutions/Options planning

Input/Feedback

Planning level spectrum

Urban and regional planning

Outcomes
- Economic,
social and
environmental
Affordability
and other
reality checks

- Actual
outcomes vs.
desired
outcomes

Investment planning
Implementation planning
Operation of system components

Operational Planning
Source: Austroads (2009a).

Figure 2.4: Recommended best practice principles for road transport planning

Source: ARRB Group Ltd. cited in Austroads (2009a).
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Legislation relating to road transport planning ‘exists across all jurisdictions; however it varies significantly
in terms of objectives’ (Austroads 2009a).
The issues covered in such legislation include (to varying extents): consultation
(stakeholder agencies and the general public), environmental protection (e.g. New South
Wales Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979), and integration of land-use
and transport planning (e.g. Queensland Integrated Planning Act 1997). However, Victoria
does have a comprehensive set of planning provisions underpinned by legislation
(Planning and Environment Act 1987) that are used to guide transport planning.
New Zealand also has legislation that relates directly to the transport planning process and
the roles and responsibilities of agencies in that process, for example, a Land Transport
Management Act (2003) 1 that requires Regional Land Transport Strategies to be compiled
on which corridor planning is based. Furthermore, a Resource Management Act (1991) sets
out a statutory framework for land-use planning. The Local Government Act (2002) requires
LTCCPs 2 in which local authorities set out road infrastructure plans and on which road route
and link transport planning on local roads is based. NZ Transport Agency also sets out its
plans in the form of its State Highway Program, which is the basis for route and link road
transport planning on the State Highway network in New Zealand (Austroads 2009a).

Text Box 1 provides examples of integrated transport and land-use plans, strategies and guidelines in
Australia and New Zealand.
Text Box 1: Examples of integrated transport and land-use plans, strategies and guidelines
• New Zealand – Integrated Planning Strategy (NZ Transport Agency 2010)
• New South Wales – NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan (Transport for NSW 2012)
• Victoria – Transport Integration Act 2010
• Queensland – Integrated Transport Planning Framework (Queensland Government 2003)
• Western Australia – Guidelines for Preparation of Integrated Transport Plans (WA Planning
Commission 2012)
• South Australia – Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan (Department of Planning, Transport
and Infrastructure 2013)
• Tasmania – Planning Advisory Note 11: Integration of Land Use and Transport in Planning
Schemes (Tasmanian Planning Commission 2009)

2.3

Relationship of the Safe System Approach to Planning Practices

In dealing with the built form and transport, planners play a pivotal role in influencing the road network (for
example, strategic and statutory planning both affect land-use decisions, which in turn affects the road and
transport network). It follows that land-use planning has a direct influence on the transport network, with the
potential to influence the design of roads, how the road network is used, and what infrastructure safety
investments are required in the future. Planning plays a critical role in providing a Safe System.
The contribution of planning to road safety has been long recognised.
Any town so planned that its citizens are killed and injured in vast numbers is obviously an
ill-planned town. (Alker Tripp 1942)

1 Note that the Land Transport Management Act and Local Government Act have been revised subsequent to this Austroads report.
2 Long-term Council Community Plan.
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NZ Transport Agency (2012b) states:
Good planning and design sets the foundation for a Safe System that protects people from
death and serious injury when mistakes occur.
The Safe System approach recognises planners, policy makers, engineers, educators,
enforcers and utility providers as ‘system designers’ of our spaces. We all share
responsibility for creating a more forgiving road system.

The OECD also acknowledges that a Safe System approach ‘aligns safety management decisions with
broader transport and planning decisions that meet wider economic, human and environmental goals’
(OECD & International Transport Forum 2008).
Ideally, decision-makers ensure land transport network decisions are made within an integrated transport
and land-use planning context. This approach aligns with the Safe System principle that everyone,
including system designers, share responsibility for creating a safe road system. Integrated planning also
requires land transport infrastructure decisions, particularly for roads, to contribute to a longer term,
integrated, coordinated and phased approach to growth and development planning. This then
demonstrates that the investment associated with land transport infrastructure and services supports wider
economic, social and environmental outcomes – including the Safe System objective of eliminating deaths
and serious injuries as a consequence of a road crash.
By applying Safe System principles early in the development process, transport and land-use planners may
effectively contribute to the Safe System and address road user safety across all modes. Land-use and
transport planning can primarily contribute to this through the built environment (including the road network)
and speed management. Speeds need to be managed to match the level of protection offered by the road
infrastructure and modern vehicle safety features.
Well-developed integration can balance many needs, including the community/stakeholder requirements,
land-use imperatives, transport management, efficiency, safety and environmental considerations, resulting
in outcomes that provide a high level of safety, access and amenity.
In the USA, ‘Safety conscious planning’ makes it a legal requirement for safety to be considered as part of
the planning process.
Each state wide and metropolitan planning process shall provide for consideration of
projects and strategies that will increase the safety and security of the transportation
system for motorized and non-motorized users (TEA-21, Transportation Equity Act for the
21st Century, 1998).

A recent interview with Dr Gordon Lovegrove (Birdsall 2015) noted that a ‘proactive safe-systems
approach’ can help ‘identify and remedy any safety concerns as part of the planning process before the
project is ever built, thereby preventing crashes from ever happening in the first place’. In response to this,
Dr Lovegrove has developed macro-level safety planning models to ‘provide a quantitative basis for
comparing planning level alternatives and make decisions that are based on safety performance
predictions’. However it is acknowledged that barriers exist for use of such models by practitioners, due to
software and statistical analysis requirements, as well as limitations in applicability of the models for roads
at the lower end of the road hierarchy (e.g. local streets).
One approach is to consider the network in terms of Link and Place. ‘As a Link, a street is for movement
and designed for movement and designed for users to pass through as quickly and conveniently as
possible, in order to minimise travel time; while as a place, the street is a destination in its own right, where
people are encouraged to spend time taking part in activities’ (Jones & Boujenko 2011). That is, Links are
roads, typically higher speed, that provide traffic and transit carrying functions between destinations (e.g.
freeways, highways and major arterials). Places are destinations that people travel to. A Place may be a
street in itself, (for example, a local neighbourhood street, strip shopping centres), or they may be
connected to and interact with the road network (for example, commercial shopping centres and
developments, schools, public transport hubs).
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The Project for Public Spaces 3 (PPS 2014) recognises that roads need to be designed for appropriate
speeds: ‘freeways should remain high-speed to accommodate regional mobility; speeds on other roads
need to reflect that these are places for people, not just conduits for cars’. The PPS also recognises that it
is ‘essential to foster land-use planning at the community level that supports, instead of overloads, the
transportation network… Poor land-use planning … generates thousands of unnecessary vehicle-trips,
creating dysfunctional roads, which further deteriorate the quality of the places’. Toth (2011) notes that ‘in
core urban areas, streets need to be viewed as places of exchange – both social and economic – and
traffic speeds need to be tuned to facilitate that exchange, not high speed mobility’.
Jones, Marshall and Boujenko (2008) developed an approach for street classification in terms of Link and
Place (Figure 2.5), and an approach for considering space requirements where streets provide both a Link
and Place function, known as the ‘trade-off triangle’ (Figure 2.6). For example, streets that correspond with
‘B’ in Figure 2.6 relate to roads where the full width provides a Link function (such as an urban motorway).
Streets that correspond with ‘A’ in Figure 2.6 relate to roads where the full width provides a Place function.
Most streets perform both functions; therefore, sufficient space is required to support this dual functionality.
Figure 2.5: Link/place street classification matrix

Source: Jones, Marshall and Boujenko (2008).

3 The Project for Public Spaces is an American ‘planning, design and educational organization dedicated to helping people create and
sustain public spaces that build stronger communities’ (Project for Public Spaces 2014).
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Figure 2.6: The trade-off triangle

Source: Jones, Marshall and Boujenko (2008).

Figure 2.7 illustrates how planning, including the Link and Place concepts, relate to wider professions with
specific interests in the various aspects of streets, their development and their operation.
Figure 2.7: How link/place planning and design functions relate to different professional interests

Source: Jones, Marshall and Boujenko (2008).

2.4

Safe System Principles in Planning

Applying Safe System principles will help planners deliver sustainable communities of the future through
creating healthier, safer and more sustainable travel within and between communities. This section
provides examples of how planners can apply Safe System principles in their daily work.
It is worth noting that the examples below are duplicated in the communication resource in Appendix A.
Appendix B is another resource for planners, and provides further guidance on incorporating Safe System
principles into the planning process.

Interaction with land use
•

Provide for mixed-use communities that will reduce travel distances to help to minimise safety risks
when people travel to access services, facilities and social networks.

•

Consider different mix of road users and their specific needs in different types of developments e.g.
strip shopping centres, residential neighbourhoods.
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•

Provide connected, attractive and pleasant public spaces to encourage people to walk and cycle for
short trips away from roads.

•

Promote subdivisions and local development patterns that contribute to a safe low-speed interaction
between all road users. This promotes liveable neighbourhoods, business districts, and reduces the
road footprint.

•

Limit the number of access points onto roads with speeds higher than 60 km/h. (In general traffic
engineering practice, 60 km/h represents the point between low speed and high speed roads).

•

Require road safety audits for all scales of land development proposals. Ensure that the audits
consider Safe System principles and consider interaction with the broader road network.

•

Develop planning scheme objectives and acceptable outcomes aligned with the Safe System
principles to promote safe road environments for pedestrians, cyclists, public transport, and
commercial and private vehicles.

Different road users
•

Where possible, design spaces such that vehicular traffic is separated from pedestrian and bicycle
traffic, and maximise this separation in high-speed areas. . In addition, separation of pedestrian from
bicycle traffic is desirable where possible, particularly in areas of high bicycle traffic. This minimises
exposure of vulnerable road users to road safety risks.

•

Consider pedestrian and cyclist desire lines as well as visibility and locate crossings where road safety
risks are minimised.

•

Where road use is mixed, design roads to encourage low speeds. For example, traffic speeds below
40 km/h are highly desirable in areas of high pedestrian and cycling activity. Road design and
landscaping features can be used to encourage lower speeds 4.

•

Incorporate convenient public transport options to reach new developments (e.g. bus stop, train
station) given public transport is safer than travelling by car, bicycle, or motorcycle.

Roads and roadsides
•

Establish and communicate a clear hierarchy within functional transport routes, e.g. Link roads,
collector roads and local access roads. ‘Self-explaining’ roads help users understand different kinds of
road environment, what speeds are appropriate for different kinds of roads, and which transport modes
have priority within each route. This clarity promotes safer behaviour and fosters more liveable
communities. For example:

–

narrow local access roads with off-street parking

–

wide clear verges and foot/cycle paths on medium- and high-speed roads

–

appropriate intersection and road access controls.

Make decisions about roads so that they fit the abilities and expectations of their users (e.g. children,
seniors, cyclists). Design roads and roadside spaces to be self-explaining to their users. This means there
should be no ambiguity where people cross and where vehicles have priority.

•

Advocate for a high level of safety features and work with designers and engineers to ensure speed
management and speed limit decisions reflect the function and use of spaces. For example, lower
speeds in built-up environments may improve safety of, and encourage, active travel modes while
separation of conflicting flows and movements can help improve safety on high-speed roads such as
Link roads or arterials. Appropriate speed management limits the chance and severity of crashes.

4 It is noted that 30 km/h is the current desirable speed (as per Figure 2.2), however due to current limitations an interim target of
40 km/h is often selected.
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•

Limit intersection through-speed to 50 km/h, for example through use of roundabouts to reduce the
number of conflict points and the severity of collisions, taking due cognisance of vulnerable road users
such as pedestrians and cyclists as well as other vehicle type needs (e.g. multi-combinational
vehicles).

•

Provide for grade separated interchanges on higher order, high-speed roads.

•

Avoid visual and roadside clutter to improve visual amenity and minimise roadside hazards such as
power poles, trees and street furniture that can kill and maim errant drivers and riders. For example,
encourage the provision of underground services wherever possible.

•

Choose appropriate tree species by considering the mature height in relation to sightlines and trunks
that are flexible on impact (no greater than 100 mm at full maturity), especially in higher speed
environments.

•

Protect vehicle occupants in the event of collisions with roadside trees and poles with barriers on
medium- and high-speed roads (≥ 60 km/h), especially those with diameters ≥ 100 mm.

•

Plan for emergency service access, safe stopping and pull-over areas where applicable to minimise
vehicle conflict points.

Planning ahead
•

Understand and plan for new safety technologies and road-vehicle communication systems.

•

Plan and promote future public transport developments to encourage modal shift.

•

Set aside road space for future transport needs to accommodate the safety requirements for multiple
modes and increasing traffic demands.
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3.

Convergence of Planning and the Safe
System

3.1

Similarities and the Basis for Convergence

The contribution of town planning to road safety has long been recognised (see Appendix E for
background). In more recent times, the Safe System approach has been adopted by Australian and New
Zealand road agencies (as discussed in Section 2.1).
As noted by the DOTARS (2003), one of the roles of transport and land-use planning is to make ‘it safer
and easier for people to access services’. Consideration of Safe System principles will help planners
achieve this objective.
New Zealand’s Integrated Planning Strategy (NZ Transport Agency 2010) has adopted ‘the Safe System
approach to improve road safety on local roads and state highways’ as one of its strategic objectives, and
recognises that ‘integrated planning is a prerequisite to a safe road system’.
Just as decisions made during planning phases of projects impact the road network’s safety performance,
road safety decisions are likely to impact development. Safe System provides the opportunity and vision for
planners to integrate the safest possible road and transport environment into communities in which people
live, work and play.
The Victorian example provided in Text Box 2 below illustrates how the Safe System approach can align
with legislative requirements.
Text Box 2: Safe System alignment through the Victorian Transport Integration Act
The Victorian Transport Integration Act 2010 supports the delivery of a transport system in which each
part of the system works as part of an integrated and sustainable whole. With this common vision,
transport decision-makers can seek to achieve the broader social, environmental and economic
outcomes the community wants from its transport system.
The Act highlights the importance of the integration of transport and land-use, and supports a
collaborative approach in the planning and development of the transport system.
Part 2 of the Act includes a policy framework, which details the transport system objectives, including:
• social and economic inclusion
• economic prosperity
• environmental sustainability
• integration of transport and land use
• efficiency, coordination and reliability
• safety, health and wellbeing.
Consideration of Safe System principles provides a mechanism to help achieve key objectives of the Act,
primarily promotion of safety, health and well-being, and also the importance of integrating transport and
land-use in the planning process. These objectives seek to build on access to social and economic
opportunities, while supporting safe forms of transport and user behaviour.
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A recent Victorian parliamentary inquiry into serious injury (Parliament of Victoria 2014) recognised ‘great
opportunities to explicitly incorporate road safety objectives into land-use planning and transportation
policies’, as well as other policy areas through a ‘whole of government approach’. The Committee noted
there is ‘merit in requiring that road safety impacts be considered as part of all land-use developments and
transport projects, similar to the assessment of environmental impacts’; although it was recognised that
implementing such changes could be challenging. However, it was noted that ‘planning for road safety is
more economical and effective than trying to retrofit the road network for safety’. The inquiry recommended
that ‘the Victorian Government integrate road safety objectives into the assessment of Victorian
Government major transport and infrastructure projects, as well as land-use and urban planning projects’.

3.2

A Planning Framework for a Safe System

Rather than changing transport and land-use planning processes, consideration of Safe System principles
can be incorporated into existing planning processes.
For example, Figure 3.1 illustrates Queensland’s integrated transport planning framework (Queensland
Government 2003). One of the desired outcomes is for ‘health, safety and security’. Road safety is a key
element of this desired outcome. Consideration of Safe System principles can provide a mechanism to help
achieve this objective as a part of balancing all desired outcomes.
Undertaking a road safety assessment as part of the town planning approvals process will see road safety
issues considered as part of the planning process.
An alternative framework that can assist consideration of Safe System principles within the planning
context is illustrated by Level of Service Metrics (for Network Operation Planning) (Austroads 2015).
The purpose of the framework is to enable road agencies to undertake integrated planning
and decision-making within the context of network operation planning. The LOS [Level of
Service] framework is to be applied at a link level within a road network and enables a
better understanding of what is considered to be an appropriate LOS for various road
users and their needs. The LOS framework can be used to identify the functional
objectives of a link (e.g. increase cyclist LOS) which may then influence decisions by users
as to the mode of travel (e.g. may travel by bicycle due to increased LOS) (Austroads
2015).

The framework prompts consideration of LOS issues from a user’s perspective for different road user
groups (private motorists, transit users, pedestrians, cyclists and freight operators) across various transport
needs (mobility, safety, access, information and amenity factors; see Table 3.1). Safe System principles
informed development of the safety elements of the LOS framework. Appendix C includes an extract of the
safety needs (only) of the LOS framework, while noting that other LOS factors such as amenity,
accessibility and mobility also have safety applicability in the planning context.
A network that achieves a safety LOS level A for each road user is approaching a Safe System. Table 3.2
shows examples of design characteristics of LOS level A. The ‘rural and high-speed arterial links’ and
‘divided midblocks, speed limit 60–80 km/h’ are examples of roads providing a ‘link’ function, while streets
in the ‘undivided mid-blocks, speed limit ≤ 50 km/h’ may be typical of a local neighbourhood street which
provides a Place type function.
An overview of the land transport planning process is presented in. Consideration of Safe System
principles can be readily incorporated at most of these stages.
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Figure 3.1: Queensland’s integrated transport planning framework

Source: Queensland Government (2003).
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Table 3.1:

LOS needs and measures for different users for network operation planning
LOS Needs

Road User
Mobility

Safety

Access

Information

Amenity

Private
motorists

Congestion
Travel time
reliability
Travel speed

Fatal or serious
injury crash risk

Ability to park close
to destination
(on-road or
off-road)
Ability to access
near-road land or
ability to access
departures at an
intersection

Traveller
information
available

Aesthetics
Driving stress
Pavement ride
quality

Transit users

Service
schedule
reliability
Operating speed

Fatal or serious
injury risk of transit
vehicle
Crash risk of transit
users while
accessing/
egressing transit
vehicle

Service availability
(urban services
only)
Level of disability
access
Access to transit
user stops/stations
from key origins
and destinations

Traveller
information
available

Pedestrian
environment (also
refer to pedestrian
LOS)
On-board
congestion
Seat availability
Security
Comfort and
convenience
features
Aesthetics
Ride quality

Pedestrians

Footpath
congestion
Grade of path
Crossing delay
or detour

Exposure to
vehicles at
mid-blocks
Exposure to
vehicles at
crossings
Trip hazards

Crossing
opportunities
Level of disability
access

Traveller
information
available including
signposting

Footpath pavement
conditions
Comfort and
convenience
features
Security
Aesthetics

Cyclists

Travel speed
Congestion
Grades

Risk of cycle-tocycle/pedestrian
crash
Risk of crash
caused by surface
unevenness or
slippage
Risk to crash with
stationary hazards
Risk of
cycle-to-motor
vehicle crash at
mid-blocks
Risk of
cycle-to-motor
vehicle crash at
intersections
and/or driveways

Ability to park close
to destination
Suitability

Traveller
information
available, including
signposting

Aesthetics
Comfort and
convenience
features
Security
Pavement ride
quality

Freight
operators

Congestion
Travel time
reliability
Travel speed

Fatal or serious
injury crash risk

Level of freight
access

Traveller
information

Pavement ride
quality
Stress

Source: Extract adapted from Table A1 (Austroads 2015).
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Table 3.2:

Example design characteristics of LOS level A

Road environment

Example design characteristics of LOS level A

Rural and high-speed arterial
links

• Divided road
• 100–110 km/h speed limit
• Consistently good horizontal and vertical alignment
• Frequent overtaking opportunities, or multi-lane
• Consistently good roadside and median hazard protection (e.g. wire rope safety
barrier on both sides and other barriers)
• Wide sealed shoulders
• Good road surface
• Good line marking and delineation
• Interchanges, no at-grade intersections or direct access

Divided mid-blocks, speed
limit 60–80 km/h

• Consistently good horizontal and vertical alignment
• Frequent overtaking opportunities, or multi-lane
• Consistently good roadside and median hazard protection (e.g. wide clear zones,
safety barriers as needed)
• Wide clear median, if no median barriers present
• Good quality of road surface, line marking and delineation
• Controlled access
• No parking
• Pedestrians and cyclists fully separated at all times

Undivided mid-blocks, speed
limit ≤ 50 km/h

• Consistent road environment to encourage vehicle speeds of 40 km/h or less
• Narrow pavement
• Parking off-street or indented
• Pedestrians and cyclists generally separated, well-managed crossing points

Source: Extract adapted from Table A2 and A3 (Austroads 2015).

Figure 3.2: Overview of the land transport planning process

Source: Lieske and Gribb (2012).
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The New Zealand Standard Land Development and Subdivision Infrastructure (NZS 4404:2010) provides a
detailed set of guidelines applicable to greenfield, infill and brownfield redevelopment projects for local
authorities and developers. It can be used on its own or, together with local codes, as a means to comply
with the New Zealand Resource Management Act 1991 consent conditions (conditions on a development
proposal). Note that it is not an urban design policy, guide or method of master planning but encourages
sustainable development and modern design that emphasises liveability and environmental quality. It also
provides as much consistency as possible on land development and subdivision infrastructure, while still
allowing flexibility for local variations.
NZS 4404:2010 sets out requirements for the design and construction of roads for land development and
subdivision, providing engineering design and construction solutions for most situations. This includes a
‘land-use and area type matrix describing typical place and transport context’ plus a requirement that a
road safety audit be conducted based on the NZ Transport Agency’s Road Safety Audit Procedures for
Projects: Guidelines (2013c).
NZ Transport Agency’s Planning and Investment Knowledge Base (2013a) guides transport investment
decision making. It identifies nine planning and investment principles to optimise transport investment. One
of these is to promote ‘an integrated approach to land use and transport planning’. This encourages road
safety by prompting those involved in transport and land-use decisions to consider (NZ Transport Agency
2013a):

•

The impact on transport functionality and on the existing and planned investment in the transport
network

•

The opportunities to develop settlement patterns that will improve connectivity, accessibility and safety
for all across a range of modes

•

Ways to reduce or mitigate the adverse social and environmental effects of transport

•

Delivery of an affordable and resilient transport system.

The Knowledge Base also has a principle focusing on the Safe System approach, which ‘should be
considered an integral part of all land-use planning and network optimisation activities’ (NZ Transport
Agency 2013b).

3.3

Planning Guidance and Processes

Ideally, road safety and Safe System principles should be embedded across national, state, regional and
local planning policies and guidelines. For example, acknowledging safety (including road safety) as a key
objective in planning standards and policies, and seeking opportunities to direct planners to consider the
Safe System during planning phases.
Consideration of the following could help integrate Safe System principles in planning practices:
1. Seek a balance between the multiple objectives, with a Safe System being one community need to be
delivered (along with reliable access, efficient travel, social cohesion, and environment and heritage
value). This may be achieved through utilising cross-disciplinary resources and knowledge to deliver
appropriate solutions. Community needs must be accounted for in plan development and
implementation.
2. Adapt existing planning guidance and processes to embed Safe System philosophies into the decisionmaking processes.
The identification of benefits to planners from considering Safe System principles is critical to both the
continued use of any guidance material and the monitoring of their achievements. Though by no means
exhaustive, this project identified a range of benefits which may be monitored, reviewed, updated and
quantified for their achievement during testing and implementation of relevant outputs (such as planning
process related guidelines and checklists):
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•

A reduction in travel distances and safety risks through encouraging mixed use development.

•

A hierarchy of functional transport routes that provide safe and efficient networks.

•

More liveable communities and increased road safety compliance through use of more consistent
treatments (e.g. signage, speed limits and road widths) aligned with each level of the road hierarchy.

•

Increased active modes (e.g. walking and cycling) through provision of a safer and more secure public
environment.

•

Encouraging a more strategic verses site specific approach to development of safer road
environments.

•

Reduction in the level of fatal or serious injury crash risk, particularly high risk routes.

•

Better interpretation of safety considerations into land use planning.

•

Contribution to wider economic, social and environmental benefits such as:

–

increased economic productivity through reduced congestion and more efficient freight routes

–

improved community health benefits through greater walking and cycling.

3.4

Challenges and Opportunities for Integration

3.4.1

Consultation

Consultation with planning practitioners across Australia and New Zealand indicated there is limited
guidance on road safety during land-use planning; and road safety considerations are not consistent at
different levels and across jurisdictions. In fact it was noted that the ‘Safe System’ approach is not widely
known or understood.
The experience of individual practitioners currently appears to impact whether road safety considerations
are taken into account at all.
Key opportunities arising out of the practitioner consultation and advisory group discussions can be
grouped under the following themes:

•

Communication: outlining what the Safe System means and looking to raise the profile of the
approach amongst planners, for example, through journal articles and conference papers targeted at
planners.

•

Motivation: communicating the benefits to planners of adopting Safe System principles while not
overloading planners with too much information or new jargon.

•

Integration/implementation: providing guidance that can be readily integrated with planning
guidelines and connecting with bodies who prepare planning guidelines, to embed Safe System
considerations.

•

Education: providing training through undergraduate planning courses, industry courses and
workshops. (While this is not core business of Road Agencies, Road Agencies can work with
Universities and academia to include Safe System material in relevant coursework.)

Key learnings from the practitioner consultation and workshop are provided in more detail in Appendix D.

3.4.2

Integration of Planning and Transport Functions

Some practitioners reported little engagement between land-use planners and transport planners. Others
reported road safety may be considered at an operational planning level rather than at the strategic level;
while others indicated road safety would be considered as part of traffic impact assessments and road
safety audits for major developments.
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However, some respondents indicated that road safety was considered at all levels. For example, the
planning system of Western Australia comprises a hierarchy of state and regional plans and policies. Within
this framework road safety is typically listed as a consideration in general terms. For instance, at local
planning scheme level, it is specifically addressed in Clause 10.2(q) of the Model Scheme Text (the legal
template for all local planning schemes in Western Australia), which deals with matters to be considered by
local government in planning decision-making:
(q) the amount of traffic likely to be generated by the proposal, particularly in relation to the
capacity of the road system in the locality and the probable effect on traffic flow and safety
(Town Planning Regulations 1967 (WA), Appendix B - Model Scheme Text).

At the level of operational policies, it is specifically addressed in Policy No. DC 2.6 Residential Road
Planning:
The intention of this policy is to encourage the design of the road network within a
residential neighbourhood to provide for the safe passage of motor vehicles, pedestrians
and cyclists while at the same time providing for a high level of residential amenity.
(Western Australia Planning Commission 1998b)

Similarly, it is addressed in the policy objectives of DC No. 1.7 General Road Planning:
To promote the planning of road networks throughout the State which maximise efficiency,
safety and amenity. (Western Australia Planning Commission 1998a)

At the guideline level, it is specifically referred to in Guidelines for the Preparation of Integrated Transport
Plans which also makes specific reference to the ‘Safe System’ approach to road safety (Western Australia
Planning Commission 2012).
A review of a cross-section of planning documentation was undertaken through consultation with the
project advisory group. This included statutory and non-statutory documents at different levels of
government. This review provided an indication as to whether these documents promote the Safe System
(or road safety at all), plus helped to identify gaps where Safe System principles may be better
accommodated.
It was observed that most of the material that planners refer to does not provide guidance on a Safe
System approach. The material that does tends to sit in the road safety sphere and, therefore, is better
known to road safety professionals rather than their planning colleagues. Similarly, a number of the New
Zealand planning resources refer to road safety. For example, NZ Transport Agency’s Pedestrian Planning
and Design Guide (2009) is an example of a document that provides guidance for planning and design (in
this case, for pedestrians), that also recognises road safety as a fundamental issue. Its purpose is to
promote ‘a consistent ‘world’s best practice’ approach to planning, designing, operating and maintaining
walking infrastructure and networks’. It recognises that ‘planning for an area should be an integrated
process considering all community needs and aspirations’ and notes that safety as well as convenience
needs to be considered when providing for pedestrians as part of the overall transport system, and prompts
consideration of walking in relation to other planning processes and programs. The guide recognises that
motor vehicle speed is ‘a significant issue for pedestrians. The faster a driver goes, the more difficult it is for
them to avoid hitting a pedestrian in their path. The faster the speed at which a pedestrian is hit, the more
serious their injuries will be’ (NZ Transport Agency 2009). It provides guidance on approaches to providing
for pedestrians (within and outside road corridors) as well as techniques that can be used to improve
pedestrian networks (such as traffic calming techniques, off-road pedestrian facilities and pedestrian
crossing facilities).
A resource has been prepared for planners (Safer Journeys for Planners brochure, NZ Transport Agency
2012b); however, there is uncertainty as to how well-known this resource is to planning professionals.
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Integration of Safe System principles within planning documentation and guidance should ideally be
incorporated at national and state, regional and local levels, including:

•

Statutory instruments: Safe System principles could be embedded within policy statements and plans
(where relevant)

•

Non-statutory plans, standards, strategies and guidelines: could provide more specific guidance on
Safe System principles and how they relate to other planning objectives.

Inclusion of Safe System principles could be considered when material is next reviewed. For example, as
part of Resource Management Act reforms being undertaken in New Zealand, consideration of Safe
System principles could be incorporated into the design considerations within appropriate government
agreed national guidance tools.

3.4.3

Relevant Austroads Guides

A number of Austroads guides recognise the importance of considering road safety issues during planning
processes. However, most of these are written for engineers, rather than planners, and it is not certain
whether these, or other documents providing similar guidance, are used regularly in the planning
community.
The Guide to Traffic Management – Part 7 (Austroads 2009d) discusses principles for the planning and
traffic management of activity centres, including balancing the needs of vehicular traffic, public transport,
pedestrians and cyclists. It recognises the importance of safety-conscious planning ‘from the earliest
stages of strategic planning’. One of the guiding principles states:
Road user safety and comfort in moving around the centre, especially when using the
street space, is a paramount consideration. Safety-conscious planning (Section 2.3.8),
safety auditing and consistent traffic engineering procedures for road user safety are
essential tools in traffic management in activity centres (Austroads 2009d).

The Guide to Traffic Management – Part 12 (Austroads 2009e) observes that ‘the incorporation of road
safety assessments into the town planning approvals process (whether through formal road safety audits or
some other assessment procedure) needs to be coordinated and controlled by the planning authority’.
Austroads (2009e) also notes that consideration of road safety at project planning and design stages
‘requires that road safety engineering skills are applied to the project, through an audit or some other
approved and effective procedure’. It advises that ‘road safety needs to be given specific consideration at
the project planning and design stages’ to minimise the ‘likelihood of crashes occurring once a
development is operating’.
Austroads (2009e) provides guidance on Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) reports, and Traffic Impact
Statements (TIS). The Guide lists a range of transport issues for consideration during planning processes,
including ‘traffic safety within the site, at the access points and on the approach roads for all likely groups of
road users’. It recognises the importance of road safety considerations and observes that ‘planning
decisions can strongly affect later road safety outcomes’. It is further noted that:
Legislation establishing the town planning framework needs to define road safety as one of
the primary objectives of a planning scheme. Experience suggests that where this does
not happen, road safety is often viewed as a matter that can be addressed later through
good design (Austroads 2009e).

Jurisdiction-specific guidance on TIAs is also available, for example Queensland’s Guidelines for
Assessment of Road Impacts of Development (Department of Main Roads 2006) and Tasmania’s Traffic
Impact Assessment Guidelines: A Framework for Undertaking Traffic Impact Assessments (Department of
Infrastructure, Energy and Resources 2007).
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The Guide to Road Safety – Part 6: Road Safety Audit (Austroads 2009b) recommends that audits of
developments be undertaken ‘separately from any traffic impact assessment, as these assessments are
usually part of the design process and are not independent’. At the time of preparing this report, an update
to the Austroads Road Safety Audit (2009b) was being finalised. The revised guide will prompt
consideration Safe System principles for planning proposals that require a road safety audit. New Zealand
recently released an interim guideline on Road Safety Audit Procedures for Projects (NZ Transport Agency
2013c) which provides guidance on the Safe System in relation to road safety audits.
The Guide to Road Transport Planning (Austroads 2009a) discusses elements of good transport planning
and best practice principles required to achieve environmentally and socially sustainable transport
solutions. It recognises that ‘transport planning approaches and processes for roads vary widely across
jurisdictions within countries as well as across countries and is probably more of an art than a science’. The
Guide also recognises the importance of safety conscious planning and notes that decisions made early in
the planning process will have long term consequences.
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4.

Proposed Safe System Guidance for Urban
Planners

As noted in Section 1.2, Safe System guidance for planners needs to:
1. define what a Safe System means to planners
2. identify ways to raise priority of safety (and planning from Safe System principles) for planners
3. identify gaps in current practices
4. provide practical examples of how to implement Safe System principles.
To meet these objectives, this project has entailed the development of resources that may be integrated, or
adapted to be integrated with planning guidelines and documentation (much of which sits outside of road
agencies). This includes material that can be used for a brochure or article that could be produced to
introduce planners to the Safe System (Appendix A). In addition, a series of checklist questions (Appendix B)
may be adapted and incorporated into planning guidance. A glossary for Appendix A and Appendix B has
also been included as a useful companion to these resources.
Guidance developed during this project may be considered interim, subject to testing by planning
practitioners and subsequent refinement during a future Austroads project. This project focussed on
developing simple guidance to support consideration of Safe System principles during planning phases that
is able to be integrated into existing planning processes and supporting documentation. Practitioner input
was sought during the early consultation phase. Review and feedback on the Communication resource
(Appendix A) and Checklist resource (Appendix B) was sought from a range of planning practitioners to
ensure the guidance was effective as possible for the audience. Through ongoing future collaboration, the
guidance may be further refined and improved to reflect needs and emerging practice. The guidance could
ultimately be tailored for different types of planners.
Forming links with organisations that prepare planning guidelines would ensure that Safe System
considerations can and will be embedded when such guidelines are reviewed and/or updated.

4.1

Communication Resource

The content in Appendix A is intended to introduce the Safe System including its relevance for planners. The
content is adapted and builds on work undertaken in Safer Journeys for Planners (NZ Transport Agency
2012b), Safer Urban Environments: Road Safety in Land-use Planning Guide (VicRoads 2004) 5 and
Austroads project ST1343 6. A short brochure or article based on this content could:

•

introduce the Safe System principles

•

outline what it means for planners including examples of how planners can apply Safe System principles

•

introduce and provide a link to the checklist resource

•

provide tips to illustrating how Safe System principles may be incorporated during the planning process.

5 At times this reference has not been readily available, however it forms the basis of the content in Appendix A, Appendix B and
Appendix D and therefore should be referenced.
6 A prototype Strategic Tool for the Assessment of Road Safety (STARS) was previously developed as part of Austroads project
ST1343 to help estimate the level of safety, ‘or change in road safety, of proposed land development options, planning initiatives and
of existing land use’ (Jurewicz 2009). A summary of this work was presented in Jurewicz (2009). Notably, although the original
STARS questions were not all compliant with the Safe System approach, the checklists in Appendix B.3 derive from STARS and have
been refocussed on Safe System principles to prompt consideration of issues at different planning stages: big picture; master plan
and neighbourhood; corridor; and commercial development.
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4.2

Checklist Resource

Appendix B includes checklists that could be adapted and incorporated into planning guidance.
Two sets of checklists are provided in order to accommodate different needs. The Functional Planning
checklist (Appendix B.2) focuses on issues relating to Link and Place, while the Operational Planning
checklist (Appendix B.3) includes four checklists covering different planning stages and scales. The two
checklist options provide planners with a choice, in order to accommodate different approaches to
consideration of issues by the planning community 7. It should be noted that the separation of Link and Place
is not always easy to define and some links also perform a place function and some places also perform a
Link function.
The checklists in Appendix B.2 focus on issues in terms of functional planning, specifically a road’s function
as a Link or Place. It identifies and sets out land-use responses to be considered to support a Safe System,
and rationale for these responses. The checklists in Appendix B.2 build on work undertaken, by the former
Victorian Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure, to encourage effective communication
between urban planners and transport planners at the State planning level.
The checklists in Appendix B.3 were adapted from the STARS planning checklists that were developed by
Jurewicz (2009). These, in turn, referenced and built on the work of SafeRoads in Victoria, and in particular,
the Safer Urban Environments: Road Safety in Land-use Planning Guide (VicRoads 2004). The checklists in
Appendix B.3 prompt consideration of issues at different planning stages: big picture; master plan and
neighbourhood; corridor; and commercial development and have been refocused on Safe System principles.
As such all the checklists in Appendix B should be considered as interim because they have not been fully
tested in the Safe System context as part of this project. These (interim) checklists can however be used by
planners to help identify potential safety issues, which could then be discussed with transport planners, road
safety engineers and/or developers so that provision can be made early in the planning process.
Jurisdictions already provide resources for planners at different stages of the planning process. The
checklists in Appendix B could be adapted and incorporated into relevant planning guidance to prompt
planners to consider key safety issues at different stages of planning or types of developments. Through
ongoing future collaboration, the checklists have the potential to evolve into living documents that reflect
emerging practice.

7 While the two checklist options provide planners with the choice, in order to best suit their needs, it is noted that providing the two
options could potentially result in inconsistent application and/or interpretation. This could be tested during the recommended
subsequent Austroads project.
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5.

Summary and Recommendations

The Safe System concept has the objective of eliminating deaths and serious injuries, with the guiding
principle that everyone; including planners, share responsibility for creating a safe road system. Although
safety is recognised as a desired outcome of land-use planning, Safe System principles are not widely
known or used by planners. This report provides content to help encourage planners to consider Safe
System principles at different phases of land-use and urban planning.
Urban planners play a pivotal role in providing a safe environment for all people, irrespective of their mode
of travel and travel purpose. Good planning and design sets the foundation for a safe road environment.
Transport and land-use planning influences the design and location of roads, how the road network is used;
and what infrastructure safety investments are required in the future. Often, the extent to which Safe
System principles are included depends on the experience of individual practitioners.
Transport planning aims to deliver an efficient transport system within a sustainable, liveable and healthy
environment. Sometimes this means that efficiency takes precedence when trade-offs are made; however,
this may not be consistent with Safe System principles. This report is therefore also aimed at convincing
transport planners of the imperative of safety and the legacy it leaves.
It was noted that identification of benefits associated with consideration of Safe System principles during
planning activities is critical to both maintain the continued use of any guidance material and to monitor
their achievements. A range of potential benefits for planners were identified, including achievement of
more liveable communities, as well as contributing to wider economic, social and environmental benefits.
Considering and implementing Safe System principles early in the planning process can achieve the best
possible balance between multiple objectives, resulting in the best possible outcome for the community.
This report includes material that can inform a brochure or article to introduce planners to the Safe System.
This content could be adapted by jurisdictions to raise awareness and build support for the benefits from
considering and applying Safe System principles into land-use planning processes. In addition, a checklist
resource is provided, which may be adapted and incorporated into planning guidance. There is a need to
develop linkages with bodies who prepare planning guidelines, to ensure that Safe System considerations
will be embedded when the opportunity arises.
Guidance developed during this project may be considered interim, subject to testing by planning
practitioners and subsequent refinement during a future Austroads project. This project focussed on
developing simple guidance to support consideration of Safe System principles during planning phases that
is able to be integrated into existing planning processes and supporting documentation. Limited current
guidance in this space necessitated a high-level review and development of planning process-related
outputs that could subsequently be tested and further refined as ‘fit for purpose’. Ideally, further
engagement with local government and land-use planners would have been possible during the current
project; however a subsequent second stage project is recommended that will enable the communication
and checklist resources developed during this project to be trialled and tested by the planning community,
as well as development of case studies.
During this project, practitioner input was sought during the early consultation phase. Review and feedback
on the Communication resource (Appendix A) and Checklist resource (Appendix B) was sought from a range
of planning practitioners to ensure the guidance was effective as possible for the audience. Through ongoing
future collaboration, the guidance may be further refined and improved to reflect needs and emerging
practice. The guidance could ultimately be tailored for different types of planners. It is recognised that:

•

land use planners, organisations and agencies may not implement use of draft outputs, such as the
checklists, unless they are confident they are fit for purpose and there is sufficient evidence and best
practice to encourage them to do so

•

the checklists developed during this project are high-level and untested to be practicably implemented.
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It is recognised that undertaking a subsequent project to test outputs (i.e. the communication and checklist
resources), and ensure they are ‘fit for purpose’, will:

•

enable the checklists to be tested and refined through a series of case studies to better target and
refine them to a stage where they can be confidently implemented e.g. in different jurisdictions and for
different land use processes 8

•

test the achievement of identified benefits for applying Safe System considerations into land use
processes

•

document evidence and best practice

•

assist in building planners’ and local government support for implementation of the checklists.

A subsequent second stage project could also look to:

•

Include analysis on future needs. For example, consider whether the checklists need to address the
implications of aging populations on development e.g. the location of medical centres, desired services
such as shopping centres, retirement villages and public transport routes. Plus review road design
matters such as the desirability of roundabouts versus intersections for older drivers.

•

Test application of the level of service metrics for network operating planning.

It is recommended that collaboration with the planning community be undertaken in order to develop further
material to help promote awareness and also raise the profile of road safety in the planning process. This
could be via a number of avenues such as part of undergraduate planning courses, industry courses and
workshops, journal articles and conference papers.

8 There is no certainty that the checklists are appropriate, particularly for different jurisdictions and where exactly to best target their
application. For example, different checklists may be desirable for their relevance to statutory consent or plan change processes, as
opposed to non-statutory strategic/growth planning processes. For example, the ability to make significant design changes is more
likely for strategic growth planning in Greenfield areas than for statutory resource consenting processes within existing urban areas.
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Communication Resource
The content in this appendix introduces the Safe System principles and outlines its relevance for planners. A
brochure or article in a planning journal based on this content could help disseminate the message to the
widest possible audience.
The content is adapted and builds on work undertaken in Safer Journeys for Planners (NZ Transport Agency
2012b), Safer Urban Environments: Road Safety in Land-use Planning Guide (VicRoads 2004), and the
STARS prototype (Jurewicz 2009).
______________________________________________________________________________

Creating a Healthy, Safe and Pleasant Urban
Form: Safe Road Systems in Land-Use Planning
Land-use planning plays a pivotal role in providing a safe environment for all people, in all modes and types
of travel. Land-use planning influences the design and location of roads, public transport, and active travel
modes. It determines how the road network is used and what investments will be required in the future.
Integration of any land development plan with its road transport network is a prerequisite for sustainable and
affordable neighbourhoods. Safe access to, from and within a development needs to be considered early in
the planning process.
Applying Safe System principles will contribute to healthier, safer and more sustainable communities. These
principles are applicable to anyone involved in activities that influence the road network, and should be
applied by urban planners, transport planners, designers, engineers and other decision-makers.
The principles are universal in consideration of roads as part of the transport system. They can be applied to
future developments and in existing areas – from planning of new urban areas, subdivisions, and in urban
revitalisation projects, where opportunities arise to dramatically alter the existing streetscape.

What is a Safe System?
The Safe System approach has been adopted in both Australian and New Zealand road safety strategies at
all government levels over the past ten years. The Safe System concept is based primarily on the European
Vision Zero and Sustainable Safety approaches (see the box below), and aims to prevent fatal and serious
injuries as the outcome of road travel.
Vision Zero is a Swedish road safety policy, introduced in 1997, which aims to achieve a highway system
with no fatalities or serious injuries in road traffic 2020.
A principle of the vision is that ‘Life and health can never be exchanged for other benefits within the society’ 9.
Sustainable Safety is a Danish vision that ‘aims to prevent (serious) crashes, and where this is not possible,
to eliminate the risk of severe injury as much as possible’ 10.
The Sustainable Safety vision recognises human physical vulnerability and acknowledges that people ‘make
errors and do not always abide by the rules. … Sustainable Safety aims to prevent these errors and offences
as much as possible or to mitigate their consequences’10.

9 Tingvall and Haworth (1999), ‘Vision Zero – An ethical approach to safety and mobility’, 6th ITE International Conference Road Safety
& Traffic Enforcement: Beyond 2000, Melbourne, 6–7 September 1999.
10 SWOV (2013), SWOV Fact sheet – Sustainable Safety: principles, misconceptions, and relations with other visions, SWOV,
Leidschendam, the Netherlands.
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Safe System Principles
The Safe System principles recognise that people make
mistakes and some crashes are inevitable. Our bodies have a
limited ability to withstand crash forces without being seriously
injured or killed. Therefore crash opportunities need to be
either completely eliminated, or the crash forces should be
managed so they do not exceed the human limits.
This can be done through safer vehicle and road
design, appropriate vehicle speeds, and managing
road users (e.g. vehicle alcohol interlocks, graduated
driver licencing). In fact, the vision of a Safe System
is attainable if all players in road transport share the
responsibility for safe outcomes. This is a pivotal
shift from the traditional ‘blame the road user’ and
legal liability management philosophies. Safe
System principles have more in common with urban
planning principles of smart growth, transit-orientated
development and social inclusion, than with
traditional transport planning.

Good planning and design sets the
foundation for a safe road environment.

The Safe System11

The following section and Appendix B 12 provide
guidance to bring safety to the forefront of planning
considerations.
What, why and how?
A Safe System approach to road safety emphasises
avoiding severe casualty outcomes.
A fatality or serious injury is a likely Survivable impact speeds for different crash scenarios
crash outcome where impact forces
exceed the levels tolerable to
humans – for example, in a highspeed collision with other vehicles
or fixed roadside objects, or
collisions with pedestrians or
cyclists. This is reflected in both
Australia’s and New Zealand’s
national road safety strategies,
which present survivable speeds
for different crash scenarios (see
figure on right). The likelihood of
—
fatal and serious injury crashes is
exacerbated with increasing
Note: The range of impact speeds shown for each crash type are considered
vehicular traffic volumes.
The table below outlines the four
Safe System elements, and why
and how they relate to road safety
outcomes. Planning predominantly
influences the safe roads and
roadsides element.

to be survivable in most cases. It is estimated that fatality risk at these speeds
is approximately 10% (refer to Figure 4 of OECD & International Transport
Forum 2008, Towards Zero: Ambitious Road Safety Targets and the Safe
System Approach, OECD Publishing, Paris, France).
Source: Australian Transport Council (2011), National Road Safety Strategy
2011–20, ATC, Canberra, ACT.

11 Adapted from: Australian Transport Council (2009), National Road Safety Action Plan: 2009 and 2010, ATSB, Canberra, ACT;
Ministry of Transport (2010), Safer Journeys: New Zealand’s road safety strategy 2010–20, Ministry of Transport, Wellington, New
Zealand; Office of Road Safety (2009), Towards Zero: Road Safety Strategy to Reduce Road Trauma in Western Australia 2008–20,
Office of Road Safety, Perth, WA.
12 Appendix B presents a series of checklists in order to prompt consideration of safety issues.
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Elements of the Safe System and their relation to road safety outcomes
What

Why

How

Safe roads and
roadsides

• Roads and roadsides should
minimise the risk of crashes
occurring, and, when crashes
do occur, ensure that death or
serious injury are minimised

• Pedestrians and cyclists separated from road
traffic
• Minimise potential for high-speed conflicts at
intersections, e.g. grade separated
interchanges, roundabouts, left-in left-out
• None or flexible roadside objects

• Speed limits should suit the
function of the road, so that
crash impact forces are
managed within human
tolerances

• Low speed environments where pedestrians
and cyclists will interact with road traffic

Safe vehicles

• Vehicle design features and
technology can minimise the
likelihood of crashes occurring
and protect road users when
crashes do occur

• Consider changes to vehicle fleet and changing
technology
- do any (emerging) developments need to be
considered?

Safe road users

• Road users should be alert,
comply with road rules and
engage in safe behaviour

• Clear road hierarchy for all road users

Safe speeds

• Manage vehicle speeds where vehicle-vehicle
collisions may occur, e.g. speed management at
on or the approach to at-grade intersections

• Self-explaining roads
• Clear guidance for road users

Tips for Creating Safer Road Environments
Tips to help land-use planners deliver Safe System outcomes are listed below. Appendix B provides further
guidance on incorporation of Safe System principles during planning phases.
Interaction with land use

•

Provide for mixed-use communities that will reduce travel distances to help to minimise safety risks
when people travel to access services, facilities and social networks.

•

Consider different mix of road users and their specific needs in different types of developments e.g. strip
shopping centres, residential neighbourhoods.

•

Provide connected, attractive and pleasant public spaces to encourage people to walk and cycle for
short trips away from roads.

•

Promote subdivisions and local development patterns that contribute to a safe low-speed interaction
between all road users. This promotes liveable neighbourhoods, business districts, and reduces the
road footprint.

•

Limit the number of access points onto roads with speeds higher than 60 km/h. (In general traffic
engineering practice, 60 km/h represents the point between low speed and high speed roads).

•

Require road safety audits for all scales of land development proposals. Ensure that the audits consider
Safe System principles and consider interaction with the broader road network.

•

Develop planning scheme objectives and acceptable outcomes aligned with the Safe System principles
to promote safe road environments for pedestrians, cyclists, public transport, and commercial and
private vehicles.
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Different road users

•

Where possible, design spaces such that vehicular traffic is separated from pedestrian and bicycle
traffic, and maximise this separation in high-speed areas. This minimises exposure of vulnerable road
users to road safety risks.

•

Consider pedestrian and cyclist desire lines and locate crossings where visibility is maximised.

•

Where road use is mixed, design roads to encourage low speeds. For example, vehicular traffic speeds
below 40 km/h are highly desirable in areas of high pedestrian and cycling activity. Road design and
landscaping features can be used to encourage lower speeds.

•

Incorporate convenient public transport options to reach new developments (e.g. bus stop, train station)
given public transport is safer than travelling by car, bicycle, or motorcycle.

Roads and roadsides

•

Establish and communicate a clear hierarchy within functional transport routes, e.g. Link roads, collector
roads and local access roads. ‘Self-explaining’ roads help users understand different kinds of road
environment, what speeds are appropriate for different kinds of roads, and which transport modes have
priority within each route. This clarity promotes safer behaviour and fosters more liveable communities.
For example:

–

narrow local access roads with off-street parking

–

wide clear verges and foot/cycle paths on medium- and high-speed roads

–

appropriate intersection and road access controls.

•

Make decisions about roads so that they fit the abilities and expectations of their users (e.g. children,
seniors, cyclists). Design roads and roadside spaces to be self-explaining to their users. This means
there should be no ambiguity where people cross and where vehicles have priority.

•

Work with designers and engineers to ensure speed management and speed limit decisions reflect the
function and use of spaces. Advocate for lower speeds in built-up environments to improve safety of,
and encourage, active travel modes. Advocate for a high level of safety features on high-speed roads
such as Link roads or arterials. Appropriate speed management limits the chance and severity of
crashes.

•

Limit intersection through-speed to 50 km/h, for example through use of roundabouts to reduce the
number of conflict points and the severity of collisions, taking due cognisance of vulnerable road users
such as pedestrians and cyclists as well as other vehicle type needs (e.g. multi-combinational vehicles).

•

Provide for grade separated interchanges on higher order, high-speed roads.

•

Avoid visual and roadside clutter to improve visual amenity and minimise roadside hazards such as
power poles, trees and street furniture that can kill and maim errant drivers and riders. For example,
encourage the provision of underground services wherever possible.

•

Choose appropriate tree species by considering the mature height in relation to sightlines and trunks
that are flexible on impact (no greater than 100 mm at full maturity), especially in higher speed
environments.

•

Protect vehicle occupants in the event of collisions with roadside trees and poles with barriers on
medium- and high-speed roads (≥ 60 km/h), especially those with diameters ≥ 100 mm.

•

Plan for emergency service access, safe stopping and pull-over areas where applicable to minimise
vehicle conflict points.

Planning ahead

•

Understand and plan for new safety technologies and road-vehicle communication systems.

•

Plan and promote future public transport developments to encourage modal shift.

•

Set aside road space for future transport needs; to accommodate relevant and future safety
requirements of multiple modes and increasing traffic demands.
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Benefits for Planners
The identification of benefits to planners from considering Safe System principles is critical to both the
continued use of any guidance material and the monitoring of their achievements. Though by no means
exhaustive, a range of benefits are listed below which may be monitored, reviewed, updated and quantified
for their achievement during testing and implementation of relevant outputs (such as planning process
related guidelines and checklists):

•

A reduction in travel distances and safety risks through encouraging mixed use development.

•

A hierarchy of functional transport routes that provide safe and efficient networks.

•

More liveable communities and increased road safety compliance through use of more consistent
treatments (e.g. signage, speed limits and road widths) aligned with each level of the road hierarchy.

•

Increased active modes (e.g. walking and cycling) through provision of a safer and more secure public
environment.

•

Encouraging a more strategic verses site specific approach to development of safer road environments.

•

Reduction in the level of fatal or serious injury crash risk, particularly along high risk routes.

•

Better interpretation of safety considerations into land use planning.

•

Contribution to wider economic, social and environmental benefits such as:

–

increased economic productivity through reduced congestion and more efficient freight routes

–

improved community health benefits through greater walking and cycling.
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Road Safety – Planning and
Assessment
This series of checklists aim to bring road safety to the forefront of planning considerations. They are
supported by examples that illustrate these considerations. A glossary has been included at the end of
Appendix B to provide a useful reference for terms relevant to this appendix. Importantly, these checklists
should be read in conjunction with applicable statutory frameworks, which will influence the choice of Safe
System land-use responses to a particular road design. For example, the statutory provisions against which
developments are assessed may not always permit the ideal Safe System design to be implemented. These
tensions highlight the importance of a coordinated approach that engages the expertise of statutory
planners, transport planners, designers and engineers.
The checklists and accompanying guidance should be considered interim, subject to testing by planning
practitioners and subsequent refinement during a future Austroads project. These (interim) checklists could
be used by planners, prior to the completion of the subsequent Austroads project, in order to help identify
potential safety issues, which could then be discussed with transport planners, road safety engineers and/or
developers so that changes can be made early in the planning process. In the longer term, the Safe System
principles underpinning these checklists could be incorporated into statutory instruments and planning
guidelines, prioritising the value of safer road design in the planning process.

B.1

Introduction

Benefits for planners
The identification of benefits to planners from considering Safe System principles is critical to both the
continued use of any guidance material and the monitoring of their achievements. Though by no means
exhaustive, a range of benefits are listed below which may be monitored, reviewed, updated and quantified
for their achievement during testing and implementation of relevant outputs (such as planning process
related guidelines and checklists):

•

A reduction in travel distances and safety risks through encouraging mixed use development.

•

A hierarchy of functional transport routes that provide safe and efficient networks.

•

More liveable communities and increased road safety compliance through use of more consistent
treatments (e.g. signage, speed limits and road widths) aligned with each level of the road hierarchy.

•

Increased active modes (e.g. walking and cycling) through provision of a safer and more secure public
environment.

•

Encouraging a more strategic verses site specific approach to development of safer road environments.

•

Reduction in the level of fatal or serious injury crash risk, particularly along high risk routes.

•

Better interpretation of safety considerations into land use planning.

•

Contribution to wider economic, social and environmental benefits such as:

–

increased economic productivity through reduced congestion and more efficient freight routes

–

improved community health benefits through greater walking and cycling.

Challenge
In both Australia and New Zealand, road traffic crashes are a leading cause of injury and death due to
external causes (i.e. not associated with illness or other natural causes). Transport and land-use planning
influences the design and location of roads, how the road network is used, and what infrastructure safety
investments are required in the future. Good planning and design sets the foundation for a safe road
environment. Applying Safe System principles will contribute to a healthier, safer and more pleasant
environment for everyone. Austroads (2013) states:
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The Safe System is a targeted approach that ultimately aims to eliminate fatal and serious
injury on the road. It recognises that motorists inevitably make errors in judgment that may
lead to a crash and it is understood that there are limits to the force that the human body can
withstand (without causing death or serious injury) in a crash. These limitations are directly
linked to the type of crash and the speed of the impact. The Safe System approach aims to
support development of a transport system better able to accommodate human error and
road user vulnerability 13.

Interactions between land-use and transport functions influence how people interact along transport corridors
as well as in places. These interactions influence outcomes such as accessibility, amenity and road safety
performance. Good planning decisions can substantially reduce the impact of traffic-related trauma.

Aim
These checklists provide a mechanism for planners to consider Safe System principles as part of the
planning process. They will help ensure projects to achieve outcomes consistent with the Safe System
approach – that is, minimisation of death and serious injury – and aim to:

•

promote road safety for all road users as an essential part of planning and design processes

•

provide a reference point for road agencies when assessing development options

•

provide planners and designers an easy-to-use guide to implement a Safe System approach

•

complement statutory planning provisions.

This document sets out the land-use and development responses required to support road safety outcomes
that contribute to a Safe System. Appendix B.2 sets out land-use responses and the associated rationale to
support a Safe System in terms of Link and Place. Appendix B.3 prompts consideration of issues at different
planning stages and scales to support Safe System outcomes. Appendix B.4 includes a couple of very
simple hypothetical examples to illustrate how Safe System principles can be incorporated into planning
considerations. Through ongoing collaboration with and testing of this resource by the planning community,
the guidance may be refined to ensure it is fit for purpose and reflect needs and emerging practice.

Safe System principles
The Safe System principles recognise that people make mistakes and some crashes are inevitable. Our
bodies have limited ability to withstand crash forces without being seriously injured or killed. Crash forces
should be managed to avoid exceeding those limits. This can be done through vehicle and infrastructure
design, or managing vehicle speeds.
Those who plan, design, build, maintain and regulate roads and vehicles, as well as road users; all share
responsibility for road safety and for creating a road system where crash forces do not result in death or
serious injury. We need to improve the safety of all parts of the system – roads and roadsides, speeds,
vehicles, and road users, so that if one part fails, other parts will still protect the road user.

What, why and how?
A Safe System approach to road safety emphasises avoiding severe casualty outcomes.
A fatality or serious injury is a likely crash outcome where impact forces exceed the levels tolerable to
humans (Figure B 1) – for example, in a high-speed collision with other vehicles or fixed roadside objects, or
collisions with pedestrians or cyclists. This is reflected in both Australia’s and New Zealand’s national road
safety strategies, which present survivable speeds for different crash scenarios (Figure B 2). The likelihood
of fatal and serious injury crashes is exacerbated with increasing vehicular traffic volumes.

13 Austroads (2013), Asset Management within a Safe System, AP-R442-13, Austroads, Sydney, NSW.
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Table B 1 outlines the four Safe System elements, and why and how they relate to road safety outcomes.
Planning predominantly influences the Safe roads and roadsides element.
Figure B 1:

Likelihood of fatal and serious injury crash outcomes

Figure B 2:

Survivable impact speeds for different crash scenarios

Note: The range of impact speeds shown for each crash type are considered to be survivable in most cases. It is
estimated that fatality risk at these speeds is approximately 10% (refer to Figure 4 of OECD & International Transport
Forum 2008, Towards Zero: Ambitious Road Safety Targets and the Safe System Approach, OECD Publishing, Paris,
France).
Source: Australian Transport Council (2011), National Road Safety Strategy 2011–20, ATC, Canberra, ACT.
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Table B 1: Elements of the Safe System and their relation to road safety outcomes
What

Why

How

Safe roads and
roadsides

Roads and roadsides should
minimise the risk of crashes
occurring, and, when crashes do
occur, ensure that death or
serious injury are

• Pedestrians and cyclists separated from road
traffic
• Minimise potential for high-speed conflicts at
intersections, e.g. grade separated
interchanges, roundabouts, left-in left-out
• None or flexible roadside objects

Speed limits should suit the
function of the road, so that crash
impact forces are managed
within human tolerances

• Low speed environments where pedestrians
and cyclists will interact with road traffic

Safe vehicles

Vehicle design features and
technology can minimise the
likelihood of crashes occurring
and protect road users when
crashes do occur

• Consider changes to vehicle fleet and changing
technology
- do any (emerging) developments need to be
considered?

Safe road users

Road users should be alert,
comply with road rules and
engage in safe behaviour

• Clear road hierarchy for all road users

Safe speeds

• Manage vehicle speeds where vehicle-vehicle
collisions may occur, e.g. speed management at
on or the approach to at-grade intersections

• Self-explaining roads
• Clear guidance for road users

Implications for planning decisions
Considering Safe System principles during initial project development integrates road safety early into the
design process and complements other planning objectives (for example helping achieve more liveable
communities, as well as contributing to wider economic, social and environmental benefits). This promotes
the inter-relationship of land use and its context with the transport network. The following checklists prompt
land-use planners to consider Safe System principles in assessing these inter-relationships.

How to use the checklists
The two sets of checklists are provided in order to accommodate different needs of different planners, and
allowing planners to choose the checklist that best suits their needs:

•

The first set focuses on issues relating to Link and Place. They identify and set out land-use responses
required to be considered in order to support a Safe System, and provide rationale for these. See
Appendix B.2 (Functional Planning).

•

The second set includes four checklists covering different planning stages and scales (Appendix B.3,
Operational Planning). Recognising that terminology may vary across jurisdictions, indicative alternative
terminology includes:

–

Checklist 1 – The big picture: regional planning, structure plan, precinct structure plan

–

Checklist 2 – Master plan and neighbourhood: district plan, outline development plan, local structure
plan, precinct plan, subdivision plan, neighbourhood, estate plan, development/resource consent
application

–

Checklist 3 – Corridor: arterial transport corridor plan, new arterial, road duplication, road upgrade

–

Checklist 4 – Commercial development: commercial or infill development, shopping centre, confined
commercial precinct.
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While the checklists are intended primarily to assess the safety level of future developments, they may also
be applied to existing areas such as ‘brownfield’ or infill developments, where comparable circumstances
apply.

Who should use them?
The checklists can be used by:

•

Developers and consultants: town and land-use planners, urban designers, traffic engineers.

•

Local government: councillors, land-use and town planners, traffic engineers, urban designers, place
managers.

•

State/central government: infrastructure planning, state/national road agencies.

B.2

Checklists: Functional Planning

These checklists focus on issues relating to Link and Place (Table B 2 and Table B 3). They set out land-use
responses and their associated rationale to support a Safe System. They build on the work undertaken by
the Victorian Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure.
A street will typically perform a Link or Place function, which require different land-use responses. Situations
where a street performs both a Link and Place function should be avoided where possible, as this will often
cause a conflict between needs of different road users.
Table B 2: Links checklist
Land-use
Theme

Land-use Response

Rationale

Trip
generation

• Avoid creating activity centres that straddle
medium- to high-speed roads (e.g.
shopping centre on both sides of a highspeed road) because they encourage
cross-movement of pedestrians and
vehicles.

• Reduces potential for conflict between
pedestrians/bicyclists and motorised traffic
leading to improved safety outcomes.

• Ensure adequate land is set aside to
provide for the separation of vehicular
traffic, rail, bicycle and pedestrian
movements along medium- to high-speed
roads.
• Ensure adjacent and abutting uses do not
conflict with consistently high levels of
traffic flow across the day and week.

• Other benefits may include improved
network efficiency and capacity, as well as
economic benefits, for example:

- reducing the impact of local trips on the
efficiency and capacity of regional trips

- freeing up links to accommodate public
transport and non-vehicular priority.
• Improves safety across the network and
assists in the movement of freight.

• Locate freight hubs and terminals on the
principal freight network.
Connectivity

• Work with road designers and engineers to
ensure there is a clear road hierarchy that
serves the integrated transport objectives
(e.g. high-standard high-speed roads for
major links, low-speed environments for
local access and mixed land use).
• Ensure a lower density connection, to
enable the busiest vehicular traffic links to
function safely and effectively.

• A clear road environment clearly
communicates the expected road user
behaviour leading to improved road safety.
• Avoids potential conflict points and
improves the safety and efficiency of the
road network.
• Minimises disruption to journey and
improves travel times.

• Limit small lot subdivisions adjacent to the
busiest traffic links, unless vehicular access
can be provided from a road that is not on
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Land-use
Theme

Land-use Response

Rationale

the principal road flow network or a service
road.
• Ensure adequate land is set aside to
provide for grade separation of new railway
crossings.
Built form
and public
realm

• Ensure uses and development on the
principal transport and principal freight
networks properly plan for the separation of
pedestrians/bicyclists, vehicles and goods
movements.
• Ensure adequate land is set aside for
intersections designed to reduce conflicts
and minimise speeds (e.g. interchanges or
roundabouts at high-speed intersections,
roundabouts or modified t-intersections at
lower speed intersections).

• Avoids potential conflict points and
improves the safety and efficiency of the
road network.
• Safe roadsides (that are free of rigid
objects, such as poles and large trees)
minimise the severity of run-off-road
crashes.

• Work with streetscape designers to select
vegetation that is flexible or will break on
impact, and encourage provision of
underground services. Street furniture
should be breakable or impact absorbing. If
these are not possible, encourage provision
of safety barriers.
Access

• Manage the transition from the busiest
traffic links to local road network or
adjoining land use.
• Limit vehicular access onto the busiest
traffic links via major intersections (i.e.
reduce driveway and minor road
connections).

• Reduces vehicle conflict points and
manages traffic movements onto busiest
traffic links, leading to improved safety and
efficiency outcomes.
• Reduces potential for conflict between
pedestrians/bicyclists and motorised traffic
leading to improved safety outcomes.

• Provide separated or controlled road
crossing points for pedestrian and cyclists
(e.g. grade separation or low vehicle-speed
at-grade crossings points).
Parking

• Limit kerbside parking on the busiest traffic
links. Where kerbside parking exists on the
busiest traffic links, encourage low
turnover.

• Minimises traffic movements that create
conflict points and act as impediments to
the efficiency of the busiest traffic links.

Table B 3: Places checklist
Land-use
Theme

Land-use Response

Rationale

Trip
generation

• Locate areas of higher activity land use
within walking distance to public transport
stops and stations. Work with designers and
engineers to ensure that public transport
stops are designed and located to maximise
safety of passengers and other road users.

• Reduces potential for conflict between
pedestrians/bicyclists and motorised traffic
leading to improved safety outcomes.
• Reduces the number and/or length of motor
vehicle trips.

• Consider separate access links for
pedestrians and cyclists (from vehicular
traffic) to activity centres and public
transport stops.
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Land-use
Theme

Land-use Response

Rationale

• Aim for safer and convenient access to
schools by walking, cycle, bus and car.
• Work with road designers and engineers to
ensure that schools and community facilities
feature (where possible):

- pedestrian and cyclist access from local
streets

- easy and direct access by cars and
buses from collector roads so that
excessive vehicular traffic circulation in
local streets is avoided

- adequate off-street parking.
• Work with designers and engineers to
ensure that, for activity centres and
commercial developments:

- the layout of off-street parking and
internal (on-site) roads encourage low
speeds and minimise potential for
intersection crashes

- the layout ensures safe separation of
vehicular and pedestrian movements

- sufficient off-street parking is
incorporated into the design or vehicle
access is discouraged

- safer and effective loading/unloading
facilities for freight vehicles are provided.
Connectivity

• Provide sufficient space for stops and
connections for different modes.
• Work with road designers and engineers to
ensure that the local road network deters
through traffic.

• Reduces potential for conflict between
pedestrians/bicyclists and motorised traffic
leading to improved safety outcomes.
• Reduces vehicle conflict points leading to
improved safety and efficiency outcomes.

• Ensure adequate land is set aside to allow
active frontages to be removed from arterial
roads (e.g. via service roads).
Built form
and public
realm

• Manage the transition from a public
transport hub to the surrounding road
network and land use.

• Reduces potential for conflict between
pedestrians/bicyclists and motorised traffic
leading to improved safety outcomes.

• Work with road designers and engineers to
ensure that mixed road user areas are
designed to reduce opportunities for conflict,
and to encourage low speeds (e.g. in local
neighbourhoods, near schools, local
shopping centres, parklands and
playgrounds, medical facilities).

• Reduces and/or manages vehicle conflict
points leading to improved safety and
efficiency outcomes.
• Minimise the severity of run-off-road
crashes.

• Work with road designers and engineers to
ensure that intersections on the local road
network are typically designed to reduce
conflict and minimise speeds (e.g.
roundabouts or modified t-intersections with
speeds ≤ 30 km/h).
• Work with streetscape designers to select
vegetation that is flexible or will break on
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Land-use
Theme

Land-use Response

Rationale

impact and encourage provision of
underground services. Street furniture
should be breakable or impact absorbing. If
these are not possible, encourage provision
of safety barriers.
• Provide safer pedestrian and cyclist access
between high activity land use, transport
hubs and parking facilities. Provide separate
access from
medium-to-high vehicle traffic, where
possible.

Access

• Provide safer road crossing points for
pedestrians and cyclists (e.g. grade
separation or low vehicle-speed at-grade
crossings points).
• Ensure access points for commercial
developments (e.g. shopping centre,
commercial precinct), feature safe access
from arterial/collector road network, such as
intersections designed to reduce opportunity
for conflicts and minimise speeds.

Parking

B.3

• Provides safe access routes for all road
users to increase the level of access
available to all public transport users,
including those with personal mobility
difficulties.
• Provides direct walking and cycling routes to
encourage people to use active transport to
reach the major public transport network.
• Provides efficient and direct access to a
major public transport network
(recommended 10 minute walking
catchment – see glossary).
• Reduces the potential for conflict and
minimises speeds at access points (e.g. use
of roundabouts or left-out), leading to
improved road safety and efficiency
outcomes.

• Reduce parking on approaches to
intersections and stops.

• Provides adequate sight distance for
vehicles at intersections.

• Minimise on-street parking movements on
major public transport routes. This may be
achieved by converting on-street parking
into long-stay and moving short-stay parking
to side-streets or off-street.

• Provides improved visibility for pedestrians
alighting from public transport vehicle or
navigating to stop.
• Reduces incidence of vehicles manoeuvring
into/out of on-street parking spaces,
reducing the opportunity for conflicts, and
will also reduce the incidence of cyclist
‘dooring’.

Checklists: Operational Planning

These checklists prompt consideration of issues at different planning stages and scales in order to support
Safe System outcomes:

•

Big picture

•

Masterplan and neighbourhood

•

Corridor

•

Commercial development.

Table B 4 summarises the main objectives for each checklist.
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Table B 4: Operational planning checklists objectives summary

Objectives

Big
Picture

Master Plan and
Neighbourhood

To promote/develop and design clear and
functional road hierarchy





To integrate Safe System into all transport
modes



To minimise high-severity traffic conflicts





 arterial
roads

To minimise exposure of pedestrians and
cyclists to vehicular traffic

(1)





To minimise crashes at intersections

1

Corridor

Commercial
Development



To provide safer site access from
arterial/collector road network



To encourage safe on-site interactions.



As part of ‘To integrate Safe System into all transport modes’ objective.

The checklists are adapted from work undertaken in a previous Austroads project which built on the work of
SafeRoads in Victoria, and the ‘Safer Urban Environments: Road Safety in Land-use Planning Guide’
(VicRoads 2004).
The checklists may be adapted to suit user needs. For instance, they may be used in the provided checklist
format, where users can tick the relevant boxes and comment on issues. Alternatively, issues may be
considered as part of a report discussion.
To assist the use/application of these checklists the following guidance is provided:
1. Select the scale of development that most closely resembles your situation
2. Follow the questions:
a. a ‘yes’ response is the preferred option
b. if a ‘no’ answer is provided, consider design changes to accommodate a feasible safer alternative
3. An indication of the importance or priority of each issue in relation to road safety and the Safe System
principles is also provided, where ‘A’ is the highest priority, and C or D are the lowest. 14

14 This means that in the event that not all of the safety issues can be addressed, there is a recommended order in which to address
the issues.
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Checklist 1 – Big Picture
Definition examples
Regional Planning, Structure Plan, Precinct Structure Plan.
Objectives
1. To promote clear and functional road hierarchy
2. To integrate Safe System into all transport modes
3. To minimise high-severity traffic conflicts.

Road Safety Planning Issue

Priority

Yes

No

Comment

1. Promote Clear and Functional Road Hierarchy
Is the road hierarchy clear and serving the integrated transport
objectives?

A

2. Integrate Safe System into all Transport Modes
Are the proposed arterial roads of a standard consistent with
the intended function (e.g. divided carriageways, infrequent
intersections, off-road cycling for high speed roads;
consideration of pedestrians and cyclists needs where they
are likely to interact with the road network)?

B

Are opportunities (preferably segregated) for pedestrians and
cyclists provided to travel between activity centres and public
transport (PT) interchanges?

C

3. Minimise High-Severity Traffic Conflicts
Are cross-intersections between arterials grade separated or
controlled with roundabouts?

B

Are proposed new arterial roads/road upgrades separated
from residential areas and strip shopping centres?

C

Is side-road and property access to arterial roads controlled or
prevented?

C

Are new railway crossings grade separated?

B
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Checklist 2 – Master Plan and Neighbourhood
Definition examples
Outline Development Plan, Local Structure Plan, Precinct
Plan, Master plan, District Plan, Subdivision Plan,
Neighbourhood Plan, Community Plan, Estate Plan,
Development/Resource Consent Application.
Objectives
1. To further develop and design a clear and functional
road hierarchy
2. To minimise high-severity conflicts
3. To minimise exposure of pedestrians and cyclists to
vehicular traffic.
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Road Safety Planning Issue

Priority

Yes

No

Comment

4. Promote Clear and Functional Road Hierarchy
Does the road hierarchy promote standards consistent with the
intended function (e.g. high-standard, high-speed roads for
major links, low-speed environments for local access and
mixed land use)?

A

5. Minimise High-Severity Conflicts
Do all collector and local roads encourage low operating
vehicle speeds?

A

Is side-road and property access to arterial roads suitably
controlled or prevented?

B

Does the local road network layout deter through traffic
movements (low vehicle connectivity)?

C

Is the local road network planned to minimise the number of
intersections?

B

Are intersections designed to reduce opportunities for conflict
and to minimise speeds e.g. roundabouts, modified-T’s?

B

Are roadside hazards minimised? Work with streetscape
designers to select vegetation that is flexible or will break on
impact and encourage provision of underground services
alongside transport routes. Street furniture should be
breakable or impact absorbing. If these are not possible,
encourage provision of safety barriers.

C

Is kerbside parking prevented, restricted or suitably designed
on arterial and collector roads?

D

6. Minimise Exposure of Pedestrians and Cyclists to Vehicular Traffic
Are the needs of pedestrians and cyclists considered on the
local network (e.g. off-road paths, footpaths, clearly marked
crossing points)?

B

Are major pedestrian/cycle paths physically separated from
motorised traffic carrying roads (e.g. off-road path or
Copenhagen type)?

B

Are pedestrian/cycle crossings separated or road speeds
reduced to ≤ 30 km/h for at-grade crossings?

B

Do high-use and mixed road user areas minimise conflict
potential and speeds (e.g. near schools, local shopping
centres, parklands and playgrounds, medical facilities)?

B

Are activity centre active frontages removed from arterial roads
(i.e. access controlled via service road, pedestrian movements
across the arterials controlled)?

D

Are activity centres planned to be free of internal traffic or with
traffic at very low speeds?

C

Do the locations proposed for schools allow for safe and
convenient access by walking, cycle, bus and car?

D

Do schools and community facilities feature:
• easy and direct access by cars and buses from arterial/
collector to avoid excessive traffic circulation in local streets?
• adequate off-street parking?

D

Will public transport routes provide direct connections to all activity
centres (without the need for pedestrians to cross busy roads)?

D
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Checklist 3 – Corridor
Definition examples
Arterial Transport Corridor Plan, new arterial, road
duplication, road upgrade.
Objectives
1. To minimise high-severity collisions on arterial roads
2. To minimise crashes at intersections by controlling
access and turning movements
3. To minimise exposure of pedestrians and cyclists to
vehicular traffic.

Road Safety Planning Issue

Priority

Yes

No

Comment

7. Minimise High-Severity Collisions On Arterial Roads

Are roadside hazards minimised? Work with
streetscape designers to select vegetation that is
flexible or will break on impact and encourage
provision of underground services alongside transport
routes. Street furniture should be breakable or impact
absorbing. If these are not possible, encourage
provision of safety barriers.

B

Are speed limits compatible with the road function,
standard and actual use?

A

Is side-road and property access to arterial roads
prevented or suitably controlled?

B

Is kerbside parking prevented, restricted or suitably
designed along the arterial corridor?

B

Are public transport stops designed and located to
maximise safety of passengers and other road users?

C

8. Minimise Crashes at Intersections by Controlling Access and Turning Movements

Are intersections designed to reduce opportunities for
conflict and minimise speeds e.g. grade-separation,
roundabouts, left-in/left-out? For example, road safety
engineers may recommend designs where vehicle
speeds are managed through intersection design.

A

Are all railway crossings grade separated?

C

9. Minimise Exposure of Pedestrians and Cyclists to Vehicular Traffic

Are major pedestrian/cycle paths physically separated
from traffic carrying roads (e.g. off-road path or
Copenhagen type)?

B

Are priority pedestrian/cycle crossings planned (e.g.
grade separation) or road travel speed reduced to
≤ 30 km/h for at-grade crossings?

B
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Checklist 4 – Commercial Development
Definitions
Commercial, infill development, shopping centre, confined
commercial precinct.
Objectives
1. To provide safer site access from arterial/collector road
network
2. To encourage safer on-site interactions.

Road Safety Planning Issue

Priority

Yes

No

Comment

10. Provide Safer Site Access from Arterial/Collector Road Network
Are intersections designed to reduce opportunity for conflicts
and minimise speeds from the development site, e.g.
roundabouts, left-in/left-out?

A

Is kerbside parking prevented, restricted or suitably designed
along arterial/collector road network?

C

Are safe and direct paths to the development provided for
pedestrians and cyclists, and separated from other vehicles?

B

11. Encourage Safe On-Site Interactions
Does the layout ensure safe separation of vehicular and
pedestrian movements?

A

Are loading/unloading facilities separated from customer
vehicle and pedestrian movements?

B

Does the layout of off-street parking and internal roads
encourage low speeds and minimise potential for intersection
crashes?

B

Is sufficient off-street parking incorporated into the design, or
vehicle access discouraged?

C
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B.4

Examples

This section provides very simple hypothetical examples to illustrate how Safe System principles can be
brought into planning considerations using a functional planning checklist approach (as per Appendix B.2)
and an operational planning checklist approach (as per Appendix B.3).

Example: Functional Planning (Figure B 3)
You have a parcel of farm land proposed for redevelopment into a residential neighbourhood. The
development will include houses, a small shopping centre, two parks and a cycling network. An existing
bus route operates along the arterial road adjacent to the site.
The Place checklist (Appendix B.2) will help identify planning issues related to this hypothetical
development (the neighbourhood is a destination). A discussion is included for each of the land use
themes, along with a conceptual illustration of the proposal. This example illustrates the importance of
planners working in collaboration with designers and other decision-makers at a strategic level.

Trip generation
When considering the layout of the development, the shopping centre and one park could be located
within a short walk of the nearest existing bus stop. The shopping centre and park could be located on a
collector road within the development (rather than on the arterial road itself). A footpath from the shopping
centre to the bus stop (located on the arterial) through a reserve provides a separate pedestrian access
link to the shopping centre (high activity land-use) from the bus stop. By locating the shopping centre on a
collector road within the development, easy access is provided for motorised traffic.

Connectivity
Near the parks and shopping centre, roads should be designed to minimise speeds (e.g. through use of
roundabouts). By locating the shopping centre on a collector road within the development, the active
frontage is removed from the higher speed arterial road.
Built form and public realm
Incorporating roundabouts within the road design at key intersections within the neighbourhood (including
intersections near the parks and shopping centre) allows intersections to be designed to minimise speeds.
Locating the shopping centre on a collector road removes the active frontage from the higher speed
arterial road.

Access
A separate pedestrian access link from the bus stop to the shopping centre and adjacent park, as well as
a separate pedestrian access link between the two parks, provide a safe and pleasant option for
pedestrians. Where paths intersect with streets, consider incorporating pedestrian refuge islands into the
road design. Delivery vehicles for the shopping centre will have loading/unloading facilities away from
customer vehicles and pedestrians.

Parking
Kerbside parking along the arterial (major transport link) is not permitted.
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Example: Operational Planning
You have a parcel of land proposed (Figure B 4) for redevelopment into a large hardware store with
onsite parking, with site access via a major arterial road. The adjacent arterial features a wide nature strip
and a service road providing access to neighbouring houses; however, the service road does not extend
past the development site.
Planning Stage Checklist 4 (from Appendix B.3) will help identify planning issues related to this
hypothetical development. The questions in Checklist 4 and example responses for the example scenario
are outlined below, along with a conceptual illustration of the proposal.

1. Provide safer site access from the arterial/collector road network
a) Are intersections designed to reduce opportunity for conflicts and minimise speeds from the
development site?
There is sufficient room to extend the service road which will allow site access via a lower speed road (i.e.
service road) rather than a higher speed, high-volume arterial. This will reduce opportunities for
intersection crashes for vehicles accessing the site. A detailed analysis would be needed to confirm
expected safety benefits.
b) Is kerbside parking prevented, restricted or suitably designed along the arterial/collector road network?
Kerbside parking is not permitted on the arterial, but is permitted on the service road. Continuing this rule
ensures separation of pedestrians accessing parked vehicles from the higher speed, high-volume arterial,
and also avoids parking movements on the arterial, which could create conflict points and impede the
efficiency of the arterial network.
c) Are safe and direct paths to the development provided for pedestrians and cyclists, and separated from
other vehicles?
A pedestrian footpath is adjacent to the service road. The nature strip and service road provide physical
separation from the high-speed arterial traffic. Cycling volumes are very low and cyclists can safely use
the service road to connect to nearby off-road cycle paths.

2. Provide safer on-site interactions
a) Does the layout ensure safe separation of vehicular and pedestrian movements?
On-site pedestrian movements are catered for with footpaths and marked crossings along key pedestrian
desire lines.
b) Are loading/unloading facilities separated from customer vehicle and pedestrian movements?
Goods are delivered via a loading bay, with access to the bay separated from the main parking and
pedestrian movement areas.
c) Does the layout of off-street parking and internal roads encourage low speeds and minimise potential
for intersection crashes?
Short parking aisles minimise vehicle speeds in the car park; any crashes are anticipated to be at low
speed.
d) Is sufficient off-street parking incorporated into the design, or vehicle access discouraged?
Sufficient off-street parking is provided within the site (150 spaces to be provided).
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Figure B 3:

Functional planning example illustration

Note: This illustration is conceptual (i.e. not to scale and not intended as a design drawing).

Figure B 4:

Operational planning example illustration

Note: This illustration is conceptual (i.e. not to scale and not intended as a design drawing).
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Glossary
10 minute walking catchment: An 800 metre (approximate 10 minute walking distance) catchment is
recommended for major public transport stops (e.g. train station). A target of 60 per cent is recommended for
a precinct within a walkable distance (10 minutes for major public transport stops, five minutes for a
neighbourhood/town centre (Planz Town Planning & Zwart Transport Planning 2009, Walking and cycling:
PedShed analysis, Queensland Department of Health & National Heart Foundation of Australia (Queensland
Division), Brisbane, QLD; Western Australia Planning Commission 2009, Liveable Neighbourhoods: a
Western Australian government Sustainable Cities Initiative, 3rd edn (update 2), Western Australia. Planning
Commission), Perth WA.
Active frontage: Street frontages with an active visual engagement between those in the street and those
on the ground floors of buildings, such as a row of shop fronts. This quality is assisted where the front facade
of buildings, including the main entrance, faces and open towards the street (Department of Sustainability
and Environment 2005, Activity Centre Design Guidelines, DSE, Melbourne, Vic).
Activity centre: Places that concentrate the activities people undertake, with a mix of land uses and
transport modes. Examples include central business districts, neighbourhood or town centres, shopping
centres, and specialised activity centres such as airports, hospitals and universities (Austroads 2009d, Guide
to Traffic Management – Part 7: Traffic Management in Activity Centres, AGTM07-09, Austroads, Sydney,
NSW).
Copenhagen bicycle lanes: Consist of a built median or kerb separating cyclists from the vehicular travel
lanes. In many cases, there is also provision for parking in between the cycle lane and vehicular traffic lanes.
Integrated planning: Takes into account planning considerations from related and relevant areas such as
transport, land use, environmental and health to facilitate objectives of each of the areas to be optimised.
Integrated transport planning: ‘A process to identify current and future access needs – for people, places,
goods and services – and inform decision makers on ways to manage the transport system and land use to
best address these needs. It aims to do this in a way that sustains economic growth, conserves the
environment and supports the quality of life of current and future generations’ (Queensland Government
2003, Integrated Transport Planning Framework for Queensland: a Guide for Transport Planning, prepared
by Transport Queensland, Department of Main Roads, Department of Local Government and Planning &
Local Government Association of Queensland, State of Queensland, Brisbane).
Land-use planning: ‘The process of managing change in the built and natural environments at different
spatial scales to secure sustainable outcomes for communities. It includes both spatial elements, such as the
physical design and layout of neighbourhoods, cities and regions, as well as strategic considerations that
take account of social, economic, cultural and environmental factors.’ Land-use planning is ‘often used
interchangeably with that of town planning, urban planning, regional planning and urban design’ (Ward et al.
2007, Integrating Land Use and Transport Planning, Research Report 333, Land Transport New Zealand,
Wellington, New Zealand).
Link and place: ‘As a Link, a street is for movement and designed for movement and designed for users to
pass through as quickly and conveniently as possible, in order to minimise travel time; while as a Place, the
street is a destination in its own right, where people are encouraged to spend time taking part in activities’
(Jones & Boujenko 2011, Street Planning And Design Using ‘Link’ and ‘Place’, Journeys, May 2011, p. 11–
17).
That is, Links are roads, typically higher speed, that provide traffic and transit carrying functions between
destinations (for example freeways, highways and major arterials). Places are destinations that people travel
to. A Place may be a street in itself, (for example local neighbourhood street, strip shopping centres), or they
may be connected to and interact with the road network (e.g. commercial shopping centres and
developments, schools, public transport hubs).
Multi-modal planning: Takes into account passenger or freight movements using one or multiple transport
modes (such as road, rail, maritime or aviation), private and public transport needs as well as needs of non-
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motorised modes (cyclists and pedestrians) (Austroads 2009a, Guide to Road Transport Planning, AGRTP09, Austroads, Sydney, NSW).
Road hierarchy: Reflects the traffic movement (or mobility) function versus the access (or land service)
function. Roads with a primary traffic movement function have a high priority for efficient movement of
vehicular traffic and generally feature restricted access to adjacent land use (e.g. freeways/motorways).
Roads with a primary access function provide access to adjacent land use (e.g. local streets providing
access to houses). Many roads have a mixed traffic/access function (e.g. distributors/collectors). The
balance between road function mobility and access is illustrated in below. In addition, a range of other
elements need to be taken into account, such as traffic volumes, speed, public transport, pedestrians and
cyclists.
Road type and function

Source: Brindle (1987) in Austroads (2009c) Guide to Traffic Management –Part 4: Network Management, AGTM04-09,
Austroads, Sydney, NSW.

Safe System: A targeted approach that ultimately aims to eliminate fatal and serious road injuries. The Safe
System approach has been adopted by road agencies around the world including Australia and New
Zealand.
Self-explaining roads: Roads of the same function or classification that have similar characteristics, e.g.
lane width, verge areas and road markings. ‘The self-explaining roads approach utilises visual characteristics
of roads to influence drivers and focuses on three key principles of functionality, homogeneity, and
predictability to create a safe and user-friendly road network. The SER approach ensures that road designs
and associated behaviour match their intended function to minimise confusion and promote desired driver
expectations.’ (Mackie et al. 2013, ‘Road user behaviour changes following a self-explaining roads
intervention’, Accident Analysis & Prevention, Vol. 50, January 2013, p. 742–750, Elsevier).
Transport planning: ‘Involving the management and operation of systems and networks designed to
facilitate the movement of people and goods from one place to another. It covers multi-modal, motorised and
non-motorised movement by road, rail, water and air’. (Ward et al. (2007) Integrating Land Use and
Transport Planning, Research Report 333, Land Transport New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand).
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Safety Needs Service Measures for
Network Operation Planning LOS
Table C 1 is an extract of the safety needs service measures (only) from Austroads (2015) Level of Service
Metrics (for Network Operations Planning). By achieving a safety LOS A for each of the road users, the
network should be approaching a Safe System.
Table C 1: Safety needs service measure values for different users for Network Operation Planning
LOS
LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

A

Roads that have the following:

Private Motorists
Crash risk

• Road design appropriate for the intended and actual road use and speed
environment.
• Minimal instances of conflict. Conflict refers to times where vehicles can potentially
collide with another vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist. Conflicts can be mitigated, for
example, by grade separation, divided roads, separating movements, controlling
movements through signalisation or restricting direct access. There are also low
instances of conflict in low congestion conditions.
• Forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment (i.e. in case of a crash
or potential crash there is limited risk or there is sufficient protection against serious
injury or death).
B

Roads that have the following:
• Minimal to some instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance
(including potential visual obstruction cause by other vehicles).
• Minimal instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures are in
place to mitigate crash risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Generally forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment but there are
minor factors that may cause serious injury or death in case of a crash.

C

Roads that have the following:
• Some to frequent instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance
(including potential visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Some instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures are in place
to mitigate risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Generally forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment but there are
some factors that may cause serious injury or death in case of a crash.

D

Roads that have the following:
• Frequent instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance (including
potential visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Some to frequent instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures
are in place to mitigate risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Unforgiving road environment relative to the speed environment with frequent
roadside hazards.

E-F

Roads that have the following:
• Frequent instances of conflicts and poor visibility/sight distance (including potential
visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Unforgiving road environment relative to the speed environment with frequent and
severe roadside hazards.

N/A

N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.
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LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

A

Roads that have the following:

Transit Users
Crash risk of
transit vehicle

• Road design appropriate for the intended and actual road use and speed
environment.
• Minimal instances of conflict. Conflict refers to times where vehicles can potentially
collide with another vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist. Conflicts can be mitigated, for
example, by grade separation, divided roads, separating movements, controlling
movements through signalisation or restricting direct access. There are also low
instances of conflict in low congestion conditions.
• Forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment (i.e. in case of a crash
or potential crash there is limited risk or there is sufficient protection against serious
injury or death).
B

Roads that have the following:
• Minimal to some instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance
(including potential visual obstruction cause by other vehicles).
• Minimal instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures are in
place to mitigate crash risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Generally forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment but there are
minor factors that may cause serious injury or death in case of a crash.

C

Roads that have the following:
• Some to frequent instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance
(including potential visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Some instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures are in place
to mitigate risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Generally forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment but there are
some factors that may cause serious injury or death in case of a crash.

D

Roads that have the following:
• Frequent instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance (including
potential visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Some to frequent instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures
are in place to mitigate risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Unforgiving road environment relative to the speed environment with frequent
roadside hazards.

E-F

Roads that have the following:
• Frequent instances of conflicts and poor visibility/sight distance (including potential
visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Unforgiving road environment relative to the speed environment with frequent and
severe roadside hazards.

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.
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LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

Crash risk of
transit users
while accessing
/egressing
transit vehicle

A

• Fully protected to access both sides of the road where the station is located (e.g.
located at a signalised pedestrian crossing).

B

• Fully protected to access one side of the road where the station is located and with
protected pedestrian crossing facilities nearby (e.g. can egress to one side of the
road but may need to walk 200 m in order to access a pedestrian crossing to get to
the other side of the road).

C–D

• Fully protected to access one side of the road where the station is located and with
no protected pedestrian crossing facilities located nearby; but, there are low-tomedium speeds and car volumes on the road (such as a residential street).

E–F

• Fully protected to access one side of the road where the station is located and with
no protected pedestrian crossing facilities nearby; and, there is high-speeds and high
car volumes on the road (such as a primary arterial road).

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.

A

• No or limited exposure to vehicles.

Pedestrians
Exposure to
vehicles at
mid-blocks

• Separate path from bicycles (i.e. not a shared path with bicycles) where located on a
principal bicycle network or shared path away from the principal bicycle network.
• Clear separation (in excess of clear zone requirement for the speed environment)
between motor vehicles and pedestrians.
• None or limited drive way access along the mid-block.
B

• Clear separation between pedestrians and motor vehicles with a buffer between
pedestrians and vehicles such as a nature strip and/or bicycle lane. However the
separation is less than the clear zone requirement for the speed environment.
• Separate path from bicycles (i.e. not a shared path with bicycles) where located on a
principal bicycle network or shared path away from the principal bicycle network.

C

• Clear separation between pedestrians and motor vehicles, however separation is
less than the clear zone requirement for the speed environment.

D

• No separation between pedestrians and motor vehicles within a low volume and low
speed motor vehicle environment (e.g. a typical minor residential street).

E

• No separation between pedestrians and motor vehicles within a low to medium
volume and low speed motor vehicle environment (e.g. a typical collector/sub arterial
road).

F

• No separation between pedestrians and motor vehicles within a medium to high
volume and medium- to high-speed motor vehicle environment (e.g. a primary
arterial road).

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.
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LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

Exposure to
vehicles at
crossings

A

• Fully protected crossings (i.e. pedestrian operated signalised crossings signalised
intersection with fully controlled right turns or signalised intersections with filtered
right turns but with low pedestrian numbers).
• Regulated crossings (i.e. zebra and pelican crossings) in a low volume and low
speed motor vehicle environment such as a residential street).

B

• Uncontrolled crossing in a low volume and low speed motor vehicle environment
such as a residential street.
• Regulated crossings (i.e. zebra and pelican crossings) in a low to medium volume
and low to medium speed motor vehicle environment such as a typical collector or
sub-arterial road.

C

• Uncontrolled crossing in a low to medium volume and low to medium speed motor
vehicle environment such as a typical collector or sub-arterial road.
• Regulated crossing (i.e. zebra and pelican crossings) in a medium volume and
medium speed motor vehicle environment such as a minor arterial road.
• No crossing facility at a major crossing point in a low volume, low speed, one lane each
way motor vehicle environment (e.g. strip shopping centre in a residential street).

D

• Uncontrolled crossing in a medium to high volume and medium speed motor vehicle
environment (e.g. arterial road).
• No crossing facility at a major crossing point in a medium volume, medium speed, in
a two lane each way motor vehicle environment (e.g. strip shopping centre on a
minor arterial road).
• Signalised intersection with high vehicle volumes and high pedestrian volumes
located on the through movement which a filtered right turn crosses.

E

• Uncontrolled crossing in a high volume and high-speed motor vehicle environment
(e.g. major high-speed arterial road).
• Inappropriate crossing treatment on a medium to high volume and medium to highspeed motor vehicle environment (e.g. zebra crossing on an arterial road).

Trip hazards

F

• No crossing facility at a major crossing point in a high volume and high-speed multilane motor vehicle environment (e.g. strip shopping centre on a major high-speed
arterial road).

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.

A–B

• Well-maintained pavement with good drainage and clear of debris.
• Kerb ramps provided.
• Tactile indicators for stairs and hazards.
• No or limited pavement defects, trip hazards or other miscellaneous hazards that
may impact on safety (e.g. well-clear of street furniture (signage, poles, seats, bins),
trees, garbage, parked cars, etc.).

C–D

• Paved with good drainage with minor defects.
• Some debris on path.
• Tactile indicators not provided.
• Occasional pavement defects, trip hazards or other miscellaneous hazards that may
impact on safety (e.g. street furniture (signage, poles, seats, bins), trees, garbage,
parked cars etc.).

E–F

• Footpath that is unpaved, or paved with significant defects such as tree roots,
potholes and very uneven surfaces.
• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.
• Frequent or high density of pavement defects, trip hazards, or stationary hazards
obstructing the footpath (e.g. street furniture (signage, poles, seats, bins), trees,
garbage, parked cars).

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.
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LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

A–B

• Good line of sight.

Cyclists
Risk of cycle-tocycle/pedestrian
crash

• Speed differential low (e.g. similar cyclist type such as all recreational cyclists).
C–D

• Medium risk, some platooning of cyclists and cyclist slowing down for pedestrians.
• Good to fair line of sight.
• Speed differential medium (e.g. some mixture in cyclist type such as predominantly
recreational cyclists with some commuter cyclists).

E–F

• High risk, crashes can result in several upstream cyclists to brake abruptly or crash.
• Poor line of sight (e.g. blind curves).
• Speed differential high (e.g. mixture in cyclist type such as recreational cyclist
combined with family cyclists, commuter cyclist and training cyclists).

Risk of crash
caused by
surface
unevenness or
slippage

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.

A–B

• Sealed pavement that is well-maintained with good drainage.

C–D

• Sealed pavement with good drainage but with some defects.
• Some debris on path.

E–F

• Unsealed pavement or sealed pavement with significant defects.
• Significant debris on path.
• Poor drainage.
• Significant slippery pavement materials (e.g. trams rails or road markings).

Risk to crash
with stationary
hazards

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.

A–B

• No or limited stationary hazards on the path and adjacent to the path (e.g. well-clear
of street furniture (poles, seats, bins), trees, garbage, parked cars etc.).

C–D

• Occasional or a low density of stationary hazards on the path or adjacent to the path
(e.g. parked cars that are frequently accessed such as in strip shopping centres,
street furniture (poles, seats, bins), trees, garbage, etc.).
• Occasional parked cars or cars coming off parking that can block or hinder the
natural path of cyclists.

E–F

• Frequent or a high density of stationary hazards on the path or adjacent to the path
(e.g. parked cars that are frequently accessed such as in strip shopping centres,
street furniture (poles, seats, bins), trees, garbage, etc.).
• Frequent parked cars or cars coming off parking that can block or hinder the natural
path of cyclists.

Risk of
cycle-to-motor
vehicle crash at
mid-blocks

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.

A

• Exclusive bicycle facility in a low risk road environment.

B

• Exclusive bicycle facility in a low to medium risk road environment or no bicycle
facility in a low risk road environment.

C

• Exclusive bicycle facility in a medium to high risk road environment or no bicycle
facility in a low to medium risk road environment.

D

• Exclusive bicycle facility in a medium to high risk road environment or no bicycle
facility in a medium risk road environment.

E

• Bicycle only lane (not Copenhagen style facility where the bicycle facility is behind a
kerb) in a high risk road environment or no bicycle facility in a medium to high risk
road environment.

F

• No bicycle facility in a high risk road environment.

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.
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LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

Risk of
cycle-to-motor
vehicle crash at
intersections
and/or
driveways

A

• No crossings of motor vehicles or fully separated crossings (including no or limited
driveways).
• Fully controlled crossings of motor vehicles at low to medium volume roads, without
concurrent movements (e.g. exclusive bicycle movement).

B

• Crossings limited to driveway crossing only.

C

• Uncontrolled motor vehicle crossings at low volume, low speed roads (e.g. give way
or roundabout residential street intersection).
• Fully controlled crossings of motor vehicles at high volume roads, without concurrent
movements (e.g. exclusive bicycle movement).
• Signalised intersection with high volumes, large numbers of cyclists on the through
movement but fully controlled right turns.

D

• Uncontrolled motor vehicle crossing at medium volume, medium speed roads (e.g.
give way or roundabout collector, sub-arterial road intersection).
• Fully controlled crossings of motor vehicles at medium volume roads, with concurrent
movements (e.g. no exclusive bicycle movement).
• Signalised intersection with high volumes, large numbers of cyclists on the through
movement and filtered right turns.

E

• Uncontrolled motor vehicle crossing at medium to high volume roads (e.g. non
signalised arterial road intersection).

F

• Uncontrolled vehicle crossings at high volume, high-speed roads (e.g. major highspeed arterial road roundabout).

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.

A

Roads that have the following:

Freight Operators
Crash risk

• Road design appropriate for the intended and actual road use and speed
environment.
• Minimal instances of conflict. Conflict refers to times where vehicles can potentially
collide with another vehicle, pedestrian or cyclist. Conflicts can be mitigated, for
example, by grade separation, divided roads, separating movements, controlling
movements through signalisation or restricting direct access. There are also low
instances of conflict in low congestion conditions.
• Forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment (i.e. in case of a crash
or potential crash there is limited risk or there is sufficient protection against serious
injury or death).
B

Roads that have the following:
• Minimal to some instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance
(including potential visual obstruction cause by other vehicles).
• Minimal instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures are in
place to mitigate crash risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Generally forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment but there are
minor factors that may cause serious injury or death in case of a crash.

C

Roads that have the following:
• Some to frequent instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance
(including potential visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Some instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures are in place
to mitigate risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Generally forgiving road environment relative to the speed environment but there are
some factors that may cause serious injury or death in case of a crash.
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LOS Measure

Rating

Service Measure Values

D

Roads that have the following:
• Frequent instances of conflict but there is good visibility/sight distance (including
potential visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Some to frequent instances of conflict and there is poor visibility, however measures
are in place to mitigate risks due to poor visibility (such as low speed limit).
• Unforgiving road environment relative to the speed environment with frequent
roadside hazards.

E–F

Roads that have the following:
• Frequent instances of conflicts and poor visibility/sight distance (including potential
visual obstruction caused by other vehicles).
• Unforgiving road environment relative to the speed environment with frequent and
severe roadside hazards.

N/A

• N/A – The measure is not applicable to the site and the proposal being assessed.
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Consultation
Consultation with practitioners explored the relevance of the Safe System to the planning process, and
identified existing problems/challenges with the planning process in Australia and New Zealand. The
consultation involved a practitioner survey (Appendix D.1) followed by a project advisory group workshop
(Appendix D.2).

D.1

Practitioner Survey

Consultation with practitioners was undertaken by Ray Brindle. Thirty-one practitioners (planners and people
with a traffic and safety background) were contacted. This included members of the project advisory group
(or their contacts) and a sample of practitioners across Australia and New Zealand. In addition, the enquiry
was put out on the IPWEA ‘Ask Your Mates’ Open Forum. Fifteen responses were received; perhaps
significantly, the IPWEA enquiry to dozens of engineers in local government produced only two responses.
This section summarises responses received.
Responses are grouped by practitioners, from consultants, local government and state departments and
agencies (where applicable). Not all questions were answered by all respondents.
(a)

•

Is road safety a consideration at any stage of land-use planning and development control in your part
of the world? If not, why do you think this is? Is road safety accepted as a primary planning objective?
Consultant

–

•

The Landcom manual (Street Design Guidelines for Landcom Developments) addresses a range of
safety issues, some over and beyond road safety, such as personal security and walkability.
Walkability and cyclability are critical elements when considering road safety – not including these
considerations will inevitably lead to pedestrians/bikes creating their own facilities such as riding in
busy traffic or crossing at dangerous locations. Most ‘safety’ topics in the Landcom Guide are fully
‘integrated’ within the design discussions and are not ‘standalone’ considerations. In contrast, the
now very old RTA ‘Guide to Traffic Generating Developments’ (2002, but really unchanged from
1994) and safety is subservient to efficiency – Section 4.4 on safety is barely a page long,
marginally longer than Section 4.5 on Pavement Quality. The NZ Pedestrian Manual is a wonderful
document with great attention to pedestrian safety and planning. Decisions in NSW are made by
Council planners, who often but not always liaise with the Local Traffic Committee. (Consultant
NSW)

Local Government

–

Most of the 15 or so respondents to a survey of members of a Development Engineering Forum
‘didn't have an understanding of Road Safety’. Most thought it meant applying or nominating the
relevant standards or guides to the design task at hand or the application of traffic control plans.
The respondent stated that ‘this indicates that Local Government as a whole needs significant
education in the area of Road Safety’. (NSW local government)

–

Local government queried what state and federal policies need to, or should, be followed at the
detailed design level and what level of authority councils have depart from the Austroads Guides,
Australian Standards and state-based supplements. (NSW local government)

–

Road safety is one of the three pillars by which they evaluate projects. (NZ local government)

–

One New Zealand local government is taking a proposed District Plan through the formal council
approval. This has significant changes to the transportation section
– and has adopted the philosophy of NZS 4404 in the form of Criteria for Transport Corridors. They
are also about to go to consultation on a revised Development Manual (now called a technical
specification) which tries to reflect NZS 4404 – with safety audits being a key hook into the safety
conversation along with some more emphasis on the importance of road alignment and width for
achieving desired speeds. (NZ local government)
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•

–

We have a team within the City Infrastructure Group of Council who look at all major developments
and anything requiring consent. The road safety engineers (including myself) from the
Transportation Unit meet with the team and discuss these proposals and review the findings of any
Traffic Impact Assessments and Safety Audits. We provide feedback via this process to the
planning team on safety concerns. The proposed District Plan provides more opportunities for us to
have a say in terms of safety implications for any development. (NZ local government)

–

In reality – no, planners are not interested in safety – just meeting RMA (Road Management Act)
time requirements. (NZ local government)

State departments and agencies

–

See the requirement for Safety Audit (Clause 3.2.7) in NZS 4404 Land Development and
Infrastructure (NZTA):
Proposals that provide for new roads to vest in the TA should be subject to the NZTA Road
safety audit procedures for projects unless the TA decides that audits are not required at
any or all of the stages. The developer’s professional advisor may recommend that audits
are not required at any or all of the stages and complete an ‘exemption declaration’ as
described in the procedures and submit it as part of the application process to be considered
by the TA. The ‘exemption declaration’ shall be prepared by a suitably qualified road safety
auditor.
Safety audits should cover all road users, including the needs of pedestrians, cyclists, and
disabled/elderly users. Where appropriate, the requirements of these groups may demand
specific audit procedures. (NZS 4404 Clause 3.2.7)

–

Not at the strategic level land-use planning. At the Structure Planning level (now called Planning
Development Framework), some consideration is given through transport planning. At the detail
stage of land-use planning (Estate Development Planning), road safety is considered on an ad-hoc
basis. Transport planning people usually provide advice on road safety aspects at the Estate
Development Planning stage. (ACT)

–

Road safety is starting to be considered to a higher degree in land-use (strategic network) planning;
however, not to the same level in the statutory planning process. (VicRoads)

–

Little or no consideration in land-use planning. Some consideration in development control. It's hard
for us to influence because it requires a change in thinking/focus by those involved. (TMR)

–

Generally not, as far as I know. Some of the transport planners are trying, but most land-use
planners are disengaged as a whole to transport. There are exceptions, such as Western
Australia’s Guidelines for Preparation of Integrated Transport Plans. I think some road safety audits
are done, but RSA’s are generally trivial at best. (DoT WA)

–

Yes, considered at all stages. Where necessary development referrals are referred to traffic/safety
staff. (MRWA)

–

The planning system of Western Australia comprises a hierarchy of state and regional plans and
policies. Within this hierarchical framework, road safety is typically listed as a consideration in
general terms.

–

For example, at the level of a local planning scheme, it is specifically addressed in Clause 10.2(q) of
the Model Scheme Text (the legal template for all local planning schemes in Western Australia)
which deals with matters to be considered by local government in planning decision-making as
follows:
(q) the amount of traffic likely to be generated by the proposal, particularly in relation to the
capacity of the road system in the locality and the probable effect on traffic flow and safety
[emphasis added].

–

At the level of operational policies, for example, it is specifically addressed in Policy No. DC 2.6
Residential Road Planning as follows:
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–

The intention of this policy is to encourage the design of the road network within a residential
neighbourhood to provide for the safe passage of motor vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists while at
the same time providing for a high level of residential amenity [emphasis added].

–

Similarly, it is addressed in the policy objectives of DC No. 1.7 General Road Planning as follows:
To promote the planning of road networks throughout the State which maximise efficiency,
safety and amenity.

–

(b)

•

Specifically, are Safe System concepts and objectives explicitly considered in the planning or
development control processes?
Consultant

–

•

–

Only recently (see response to following question below). (VicRoads)

–

I am not aware of Safe System concepts being considered in the planning process in Qld. (TMR)

–

Almost never. (DoT WA)

–

What are ‘Safety Systems concepts’? Our focus is on ensuring that we are achieving appropriate
access control onto the regional road network and that other road design and safety considerations
are addressed. (MRWA)

–

With the exception of the Western Australian Planning Commission’s Guidelines for the Preparation
of Integrated Transport Plans, which was published in May 2012. Only the general concept of ‘road
safety’ is considered. (ORS WA)

–

Not explicitly. (ACT)

–

No specific national requirement that I’m aware of, other than NZS 4404 Land development and
infrastructure referred to in the first question. (NZTA)
What do you use as your source of knowledge on this subject? Are you guided by local or state
policies and guidelines (please cite relevant documents)?

Consultant

–
•

No – however we have recently adopted a council policy in regard to speed limits – moving towards
a 40/60/80 regime. This has been developed primarily on the grounds of safety – and is reflected in
the proposed District Plan which will be coming out to consultation next month. In conjunction with
the lower speeds, we have taken guidance from NZS 4404 in regard to carriageway widths, etc. (NZ
local government)

State departments and agencies

(c)

•

In the two NSW documents (Landcom manual; RTA ‘Guide To Traffic Generating Developments’
(rebadged 2002, but really unchanged from 1994)), there is no reference at all to ‘Safe Systems’.
(Consultant NSW)

Local Government

–

•

At the level of guidelines, for example, it is specifically referred to in Guidelines for the Preparation
of Integrated Transport Plans which also make specific reference to the ‘Safe System’ approach to
road safety. (ORS WA)

RTA ‘Guide to Traffic Generating Developments’ (2002); Street Design Guidelines for Landcom
Developments (n.d.). (Consultant NSW)

Local Government

–

We use (NZ) national guidelines and Austroads Standards as our primary guides for technical
standards. As to how Safe Systems could/should work in planning and development control
processes – we have had to just try and squeeze in what we can in regards to safety. I have
included Safety Audits in the processes as much as possible – and with the review of the NZ Safety
Audit process to better reflect a Safe Systems approach, am hopeful that this will be a useful first
step. (NZ local government)
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•

State departments and agencies

–

VicRoads is developing a document that brings together the relevant principles, guidelines and
lessons learnt to date in growth area planning. The aim is to support a transparent, consistent and
repeatable approach to decision-making in growth areas. The document will ultimately incorporate
Safe System concepts and objectives. (VicRoads)

–

Qld TMR has a document on how to assess development applications. It mentions the need to
address safety but is vague on how to do this. (TMR)

–

Main Roads staff skills, knowledge and experience. We also have clear guidelines on access to the
regional road network via Western Australia Planning Commission (WAPC) and Main Roads
Policies and Guidelines. (MRWA)

–

We have the WA Towards Zero road safety strategy, but it doesn’t provide much practical guidance.
http://ors.wa.gov.au/Towards-Zero.aspx. (DoT WA)

–

See answer to Question (a) above. (ORS WA)

–

ACT Road Safety Strategy, Transport for Canberra. (ACT)

–

The Register of network standards and guidelines and linked Register process manual link
attached. The Register process manual describes how Investment, State Highway and Local Status
Standards, Guidelines and other reference documents are included or changed in the register and
varied in practice. (NZTA)

(d)

•

What would help to lift road safety into more prominence at the planning stage – i.e. how can a Safe
System approach become part of planning and development control?
Consultant

–

•

Adopt the NZ pedestrian manual and Landcom guidelines as part of Austroads Guide to Road
Design – that way the various road agencies must rule as to how they want that applied in each
jurisdiction. Having said that, the NSW Guide to Traffic Generating Developments still stands on its
own and pretty much guides all traffic (and safety?) issues for all types of developments, single
development or whole new subdivision. (Consultant NSW)

State departments and agencies

–

The development of the VicRoads document mentioned in (c) will assist planners to incorporate
system principles in planning and development control. Safe System infrastructure that does not
impact or even improve mobility, and provides benefits (i.e. reduced land take requirements) for
developers would assist. (VicRoads)

–

Stronger planning laws. A robust methodology for assessing the safety impacts and identifying
mitigating works. (TMR)

–

Integrate road safety in all stages of planning process. Engage road safety professionals at all
stages of planning. Ensure scope of planning outcomes include road safety outcomes. (ACT)

–

-

Engagement between road safety and planning and local government.

-

Information for planners regarding road safety issues and practice.

-

Campaign to lift awareness.

-

Guidelines for road safety practice in planning. Sharing the Main Street and Cities for
Tomorrow - Better Practice Guide spring to mind.

-

Engage in land-use planning issues. For instance, the Commonwealth’s Major Cities Unit and
State of our Cities completely ignores road safety.

-

Work through ACRS, 33900, etc.

Note that road safety professionals tend to keep to their own sphere of influence. For instance, the
road safety conferences are full of road safety people. Planning conferences rarely have road safety
papers. (DOTWA)
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(e)

–

What is ‘Safe Systems’? We ensure that the appropriate and relevant design standards are being
met and that access is being controlled. (MRWA)

–

Probably a set of planning guidelines that demonstrate how the Safe System approach to road
safety could be incorporated into planning decision-making at the various levels of the planning
system. It may be useful to adopt the approach set out in Safer Urban Environments: Road Safety
in Land Use Planning Guide (VicRoads) published in May, 2004. (ORS WA)

–

Being an explicit part of a required Design and Access Statement. See the requirement for a Design
and Access Statement (Clause 3.2.6) in NZS 4404 Land development and infrastructure. The form
of a Design and Access Statement is a work in progress that will be informed by this project.
(NZTA)
Can you cite any planning case studies in which road safety – and specifically Safe System – played a
role in the decision process?

All respondents said ‘No’, except:

•
(f)

The use of ‘road safety’ to influence planning outcomes, especially in terms of access control, is a
common occurrence. (MRWA)
Example of current practice

An example of current practice is included below based on responses received from MRWA and the Office of
Road Safety WA.
There is a hierarchy of plans and strategies:

•

State Planning Strategy. This is a broad strategic plan for the whole state, and includes a vision of coordinated and sustainable development of the state, including the sustainable management of
resources. It includes a set of fundamental principles in relation to the environment, the community, the
economy and infrastructure, which are intended to guide and co-ordinate action at all levels of
government and across all agencies.

•

State Planning Framework. This is an overarching state planning policy which includes general
principles for land-use planning and development in relation to environment, community, economy,
infrastructure and regional development. In addition, the Framework Policy gives statutory effect to
regional strategies, regional and sub-regional structure plans, as well as strategic and operational
policies.

•

State Planning Policies. This suite of policies is organised in accordance with the State Planning
Framework Policy, and include policies relating to environment and natural resources, urban growth and
settlement, water resources, economy and employment, transport and infrastructure and regional
planning and development.

•

Regional Strategies. These provide a broad strategic framework for co-ordinated planning at the local
level, taking into account the developmental opportunities and constraints at the regional scale. They are
prepared in the context of the State Planning Strategy and focus on regions in need of urban growth
management, economic development, natural resource management and infrastructure.

•

Region Planning Schemes. These set important directions for local planning by establishing a broad
pattern of land use and associated transport infrastructure. Where a statutory region scheme applies,
the pattern of land use and any relevant provisions need to be reflected in the local planning scheme.

•

Regional and Sub-regional Structure Plans. These plans focus on the generalised pattern of land uses
and the structural inter-relationships between environmental and natural resources, development and
infrastructure. The structure plans provide for the co-ordinated planning of regions or sub-regions and
are given statutory effect by reference in the State Planning Framework Policy.

•

Operational Policies. These are predominantly to do with subdivision and development control. They
have been adopted by the Western Australian Planning Commission to guide its decision-making on
subdivision and development applications and are given statutory effect by reference in the State
Planning Framework Policy.
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•

Other Relevant Strategies, Plans and Policies. Depending on the particular area, there may be other
strategies and policies relating to infrastructure, environmental protection, natural resource
management, education, health, housing, and economic development.

•

Guidelines, Forecasts and Reports. Associated with its suite of planning policies, the Western Australian
Planning Commission published guidelines to assist local government with its planning tasks and
responsibilities. Forecasts, targets and analysis of data are other important sources of information to
inform local planning strategies.

•

Local Planning Strategies. These contain the strategic plan and policy context of a local planning
scheme. They set out the general aims, intentions and desired outcomes for long-term growth and
change, having regard to social, economic and environmental factors. An assessment of the capacity of
infrastructure, such as water, sewerage, electricity and roads is usually considered in a local planning
strategy. Local governments may also identify residential densities and commercial centres in their local
planning strategies.

•

Local Planning Schemes. These set out the way land is to be used and developed. They classify areas
for land use and include provisions to co-ordinate infrastructure and development in a locality. They also
include controls to ensure long-term strategic planning objectives are achieved.

•

Local Structure Plans. These provide a specific detail on the proposed pattern of land use for an area,
such as residential neighbourhoods or industrial areas. They provide a framework for the assessment of
detailed rezoning, subdivision and development proposals. These plans include details of location and
density of housing, road layout and pedestrian and/or cycle network, public open space, school sites,
physical infrastructure (e.g. sewerage, drainage, water supply), community purpose sites and
commercial centres.

Main Roads requires that a transport impact assessment be undertaken for land-use development in
accordance with the WAPC Guidelines.
Guidelines do not make Road Safety Audits (RSAs) mandatory but indicate that they may be required by an
approving authority if the development would significantly increase traffic volumes and/or where major
changes to transport infrastructure are proposed.
As an approving authority, Main Roads very rarely requires that RSAs be undertaken:

•

Main Roads reviews Planning and Development proposals (Structure Plans, Subdivisions and
Development Approvals) to ensure that they meet the necessary standards and do not create safety
issues.

•

Main Roads has staff with necessary skills to undertake these assessments. These skills include road
planning, road design, asset management and traffic operations.

•

For Main Roads, RSA are only generally undertaken to assist in resolving issues between Main Roads
and proponents.

•

From a Main Roads perspective, access to the regional road network is the primary road safety issue in
relation to Planning and Development proposals.

•

Local Government assesses and approves Planning and Development proposals and make more use of
RSAs.

•

In particular RSAs should be considered for development proposals which involve significant pedestrian
movements/vulnerable road users, such as shopping centres, schools, sporting complexes,
office/commercial area development.

•

Many Local Governments include as a development approval condition, the need to undertake RSA for
relevant development proposals.

•

While this approach may be appropriate for some development proposals, it may make it difficult to
address any safety issues identified during the RSA if land boundaries and access locations have
already been approved.

•

RSAs need to be undertaken at an appropriate stage, as it may be difficult to address safety issues if
land boundaries and access locations have already been approved.
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WAPC Transport Assessment Guidelines for Developments include checklists relating to Structure Plans,
Subdivisions and Individual Developments. These checklists all include safety elements such as intersection
sight distances, safe walk/cycle to schools and identification/remediation of any safety issues.
Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy (March 2009) aims to design and build a transport system that will
protect road users and prevent crashes that result in death and serious injury, noting that 44% of death and
serious injuries in Perth area occur at intersections. It will focus on improving safety at intersections.

D.2

Project Workshop

At the commencement of the project, a project advisory group, nominated by representatives of the
Austroads Road Safety Task Force and the Project Manager, was formed of representatives from:

•

Austroads Safety Task Force

•

Austroads Traffic Management Review Panel

•

Austroads Economic Evaluation and Planning Task Force

•

planning representatives from local government

•

planning practitioners.

Two web-based advisory group meetings were held in November 2012. During the first meeting, the findings
from the background paper and preliminary consultation were presented and discussed. During the first
workshop, as the advisory group discussed issues and observations, it was evident that there were a number
of common themes, as summarised below:

•

•

•

Communication

–

Not everyone in planning is primarily concerned with road safety and that the Safe System
approach is generally not a high priority. There is a need to raise the profile and awareness of Safe
Systems to planners and developers.

–

There are issues around the definition of a Safe System and what it means for planners. A ‘common
language’ is needed.

–

There is a need to clearly articulate the Safe System from a planner and developers perspective
and align it with other planning-related disciplines such as land-use development, urban design and
growth management planning.

Motivation

–

Guidance needs to be relevant to planners and developers – from their perspective and based on
their type of work (busy, process driven, time constraints etc.) must be relevant, easy and costeffective.

–

The guidance should prioritise safety (and planning from Safe System principles) for planners by
demonstrating the benefits of embedding a Safe System approach into the planning process, and
demonstrate that objectives not always competing.

–

There is a need to clearly communicate the benefits of adopting a Safe System approach (for
example, money may be saved, as early consideration may avoid the need to retrofit safety
solutions post-construction). Evidence and case studies assist.

Integration/implementation

–

Safe System thinking should be integrated early in the planning process.

–

Jurisdictional differences in planning – for example, national inconsistencies – need to be managed.

–

Need to determine whether high-level guidance is appropriate, or if guidance for specific areas is
required.
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Following the work undertaken for the background paper and consultation, as well as based on directions
from the project advisory group, it was apparent that the project needs to focus on a number of fundamental
issues:
1. Define what a Safe System means to planners:

–

It is acknowledged that the Safe System principles are well defined for road safety professionals,
but not for planners.

–

Show how planning relates and is an important part of providing a Safe System.

2. Identify ways to raise priority of safety (and planning from Safe System principles) for planners:

–

This may provide guidance on recommended actions to communicate the key messages, such as
through conferences and journal articles or considerations for state and local agencies.

3. Identify gaps in current practices:

–

Through a review of existing selected planning codes/guidelines, and planning proposal
assessment practices throughout Australia and New Zealand.

–

This exercise was facilitated through the project advisory group in order to capture a range of the
type and breadth of planning documents, to understand how they promote a Safe System (or road
safety at all), and identify gaps where Safe Systems principles may be better accommodated.

4. Determine what type and level of guidance is required:

–

Advisory group discussions indicate that different guidance for different types of planning may be
required.

–

Ideally integrate guidance, or make it easy to integrate guidance, with planning guidelines (much of
which sits outside of road agencies).

–

There is a need to develop linkages with bodies who prepare planning guidelines to embed Safe
System considerations.

At the second workshop it was agreed that the advisory group included an appropriate cross-section of
safety and planning representatives, and that the consultation that had been undertaken captured the key
issues.
In relation to the format of guidance for planners, it was agreed that any guidance needs to be simple and
(where possible) easily integrated into existing planning guidance (for example, when such documentation is
next updated). Such guidance may need to be tailored for different types of planners. However, reflecting on
issues identified by the consultation and advisory group discussions to date, there is a need for the project to
focus on the first three points above. It was suggested that the project would look to provide general
guidance for planners, and acknowledged that it is unlikely to be able to provide specific guidance for
different levels of planning. This was noted and approved at the project hold point.
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Background of Planning and Road
Safety
This section is based on the project background paper prepared by Ray Brindle.
The contribution of town planning to road safety has been recognised for decades, as illustrated by the
quotations below:
Any town so planned that its citizens are killed and injured in vast numbers is obviously an
ill-planned town. (Alker Tripp 1942)
It has been shown in various studies…that the rate and the types of accidents and the
behaviour and experience of the road user will vary with the traffic environment. The results
indicate that the traffic environment is one of several concomitant factors responsible for
road accidents; in many cases it will be the precipitating one, and for this reason in road
safety work every effort should be made to eliminate distraction and other effects of traffic
environment. This, in addition, should be designed so as to minimize the unfortunate
consequences of an accident. (Swedish National Board of Urban Planning 1968)

Australian interest in the subject of town planning for road safety goes back to the early 1970s (Loder &
Bayly 1973; Brindle 1984).
Pindar (1994) observed from a survey of practitioners in NSW agencies that road safety was not perceived
as a ‘driving force’ in strategic land-use planning. It sat as an assessment criterion (i.e. a consequence of
planning) rather than an objective with its own specific strategies. This may not seem such a bad thing, but
by relegating road safety to a yardstick rather than a target, we will find it hard to achieve anything like a
‘vision zero’ for road safety – unless the performance criterion rejects, in effect, any situation likely to involve
any sort of collision risk. The result of such an absolute criterion is likely to be the complete stifling of the
planning process.
Pindar found that if it was appropriate for road safety to claim a more strategic role, it was incumbent upon
the state road and traffic agency to ‘provide a theoretical basis for road safety’.
Brindle (2001a) concluded, among other things:
1. There is a reasonable body of literature and extensive experience to back safety-conscious planning and
the guidelines to which it gives rise.
2. Contemporary town planning rarely acknowledges this established body of knowledge, and in fact is more
likely to actively discount it.
3. Awareness of the contribution of planning to road safety has fallen away in the past 15 years, and there
has been a corresponding paucity of new contributions to research and knowledge. There have been
recent signs of a desire to get planning on to the road safety agenda, and vice versa.
4. Integrated planning seems to have had the unexpected effect of marginalising road safety considerations
and those who promote them in planning – notably, professional engineers.
5. Moving to a common set of outcomes and strategic objectives, a focus on ends rather than means, and
an acceptance that traffic-related safety is an important planning criterion are essential first steps before
safety conscious planning and the ‘popular’ interpretation of new urbanism can find common ground.
6. While some uncertainties deserve attention, it is clear that many well-founded planning-for-safety
measures are being ignored or deliberately contradicted in current practice.
The fundamental issue is the relevance or otherwise of road safety as a planning outcome.
Getting safety onto the planning agenda means first of all getting road safety acknowledged
as a key performance outcome, not merely a disposable option.
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There may be sufficient concern for local authorities and traffic safety agencies to require
safety audits of development proposals by suitably accredited persons. To do that
consistently and reliably, some form of codification of basic requirements would seem to be
warranted. At the same time, the road safety community needs to look hard at the quality of
the information it uses to justify its own demands in the planning arena. Both intentions
seem to require some up-to-date research and data interpretation. (Brindle 2001a)

A subsequent paper (Brindle 2001b) developed the theme and concluded:
A strategic planning approach is required to elevate planning once again to its important
place in helping to create safer living environments and movement networks: (a) moving to a
common set of outcomes and strategic objectives, (b) a focus on ends rather than means,
and (c) an acceptance that traffic-related safety is an important planning criterion are
essential first steps as a traffic safety policy area.
To conduct safety assessments of plans consistently and reliably, some form of codification
of basic requirements would seem to be warranted. At the same time, the road safety
community needs to look hard at the quality of the information it uses to justify its own
demands in the planning arena. All this seems to require some up-to-date research and data
interpretation.

Interest in the topic has revived somewhat in the past 10 years, for example:

•

Safer Urban Environments: Road Safety in Land Use Planning Guide (VicRoads 2004) was
commissioned by VicRoads; its penetration and use are unknown.

•

Fotheringham et al. (2006) reviewed ways to design subdivisions that provide the desired levels of
safety, access and amenity. The authors argued that integrating safety during the design stages of a
subdivision prioritises resident safety by addressing aspects such as road network, pedestrian and
cyclist safety, intersection design and speed management.

•

Jurewicz (2009) offered a decision tool to assist safety considerations in the planning process.

•

A seminar at MUARC focused on ‘Urban Planning for a Safe System for Older Road Users’ (Oxley &
Charlton 2012). The contents and outputs from this presentation are not known at this stage.
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Glossary
10 minute walking catchment: An 800 metre (approximate 10 minute walking distance) catchment is
recommended for major public transport stops (e.g. train station). A target of 60 per cent is recommended for
a precinct within a walkable distance (10 minutes for major public transport stops, five minutes for a
neighbourhood/town centre) (Planz Town Planning & Zwart Transport Planning, 2009; Western Australia
Planning Commission 2009).
Access management: A term used by transportation professionals for the coordination between roadway
design and land use to improve transportation, and is a process that provides access to land development
while simultaneously preserving the flow of traffic on the surrounding road system in terms of safety, capacity
and speed. Access management involves the changing of land-use planning and roadway design practices
to limit the number of intersections on arterials and highways, constructing medians to control turning
movements, encouraging clustered developments, creating more pedestrian-orientated street designs,
improved connectivity, and road space reallocation to encourage efficiency. Although access management is
used primarily to improve motor vehicle traffic flow, it can also support travel demand management
measures by integrating transportation and land-use planning, and by improving transportation options. It
can also help convert vehicle orientated strip development into more accessible land-use patterns that are
better suited to walking, cycling and public transport’ (Austroads 2009a)
Active frontage: Street frontages with an active visual engagement between those in the street and those
on the ground floors of buildings, such as a row of shop fronts. This quality is assisted where the front facade
of buildings, including the main entrance, faces and open towards the street’ (Victorian Department of
Sustainability and Environment 2005).
Activity centre: Places that concentrate the activities people undertake, with a mix of land uses and
transport modes. Examples include central business districts, neighbourhood or town centres, shopping
centres, and specialised activity centres such as airports, hospitals and universities (Austroads 2009d).
Copenhagen bicycle lanes: Consist of a built median or kerb separating cyclists from the vehicular travel
lanes. In many cases, there is also provision for parking in between the cycle lane and traffic lanes.
Demand-based transport planning: Considers a demand-based approach to planning rather than a
supply-side approach (Austroads 2009a).
Integrated planning: Takes into account planning considerations from related and relevant areas such as
transport, land use, environmental and health to facilitate objectives of each of the areas to be optimised.
Integrated transport planning: ‘A process to identify current and future access needs – for people, places,
goods and services – and inform decision makers on ways to manage the transport system and land use to
best address these needs. It aims to do this in a way that sustains economic growth, conserves the
environment and supports the quality of life of current and future generations’ (Queensland Government
2003, p.1).
Land-use planning: ‘The process of managing change in the built and natural environments at different
spatial scales to secure sustainable outcomes for communities. It includes both spatial elements, such as the
physical design and layout of neighbourhoods, cities and regions, as well as strategic considerations that
take account of social, economic, cultural and environmental factors.’ Land-use planning is ‘often used
interchangeably with that of town planning, urban planning, regional planning and urban design’ (Ward et al.
2007).
Link and place: ‘As a Link, a street is for movement and designed for movement and designed for users to
pass through as quickly and conveniently as possible, in order to minimise travel time; while as a Place, the
street is a destination in its own right, where people are encouraged to spend time taking part in activities’
(Jones & Boujenko 2011). That is, Links are roads, typically higher speed, that provide traffic and transit
carrying functions between destinations (for example freeways, highways and major arterials). Places are
destinations that people travel to. A Place may be a street in itself, (for example local neighbourhood street,
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strip shopping centres), or they may be connected to and interact with the road network (e.g. commercial
shopping centres and developments, schools, public transport hubs.
Multi-modal planning: Takes into account passenger or freight movements using one or multiple transport
modes (such as road, rail, maritime or aviation), private and public transport needs as well as needs of nonmotorised modes (cyclists and pedestrians) (Austroads 2009a).
Road hierarchy: Reflects the traffic movement (or mobility) function versus the access (or land service)
function. Roads with a primary traffic movement function have a high priority for efficient movement of traffic
and generally feature restricted access to adjacent land use (e.g. freeways/motorways). Roads with a
primary access function provide access to adjacent land use (e.g. local streets providing access to houses).
Many roads have a mixed traffic/access function (e.g. distributors/collectors). The balance between road
function mobility and access is illustrated in the figure below. In addition, a range of other elements need to
be taken into account, such as traffic volumes, speed, public transport, pedestrians and cyclists.
Road type and function

Source: Brindle (1987) in Austroads (2009c).

Safe System: A targeted approach that ultimately aims to eliminate fatal and serious road injuries. The Safe
System approach has been adopted by road agencies around the world including Australia and New
Zealand.
Self-explaining roads: Roads of the same function or classification that have similar characteristics, e.g.
lane width, verge areas and road markings. ‘The self-explaining roads approach utilises visual characteristics
of roads to influence drivers and focuses on three key principles of functionality, homogeneity, and
predictability to create a safe and user-friendly road network. The SER approach ensures that road designs
and associated behaviour match their intended function to minimise confusion and promote desired driver
expectations.’ (Mackie et al. 2013)
Statutory planning: The act of controlling land uses within an area covered by a strategic land use plan
(see also strategic planning) (The Planning Academy 2011).
Strategic planning: The act of preparing strategic land use plans and associated documents used to guide
land use decisions by setting out the overall vision and policies for an area and how it should be developed
(The Planning Academy 2011).
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System designers: Those who plan, design, build, maintain and regulate roads and vehicles (including
planners, policy makers, engineers, educators, enforcers and utility providers). System designers have a
responsibility to provide a safe road operating environment.
Town planning: The art and science of ordering the use of land and the character and siting of buildings
and communication routes so as to secure the maximum practicable degree of economy, convenience and
amenity. Other terms are also used to describe this, such as ‘physical planning’, ‘spatial planning’, 'urban
and regional planning’ and ‘land-use planning’ (The Planning Academy 2011).
Transport planning: ‘Involving the management and operation of systems and networks designed to
facilitate the movement of people and goods from one place to another. It covers multi-modal, motorised and
non-motorised movement by road, rail, water and air’. (Ward et al., 2007)
Traffic impact assessment: Provides a comprehensive assessment of the impact of a proposed
development. ‘A traffic impact assessment is a process of compiling and analysing information on the
impacts that a specific development proposal is likely to have on the operation of roads and transport
networks’. Assessments should consider impacts relating to road efficiency and safety as well as impacts on
other road users ‘including on-road public transport, pedestrians, cyclists and heavy vehicles’ (Austroads
2009e).
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